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Abstract
The project examined innovation as a means of enhancing the business performance of Small and Medium-sized
Tourism Enterprises (SMTEs). Specifically, the project gathered evidence to identify the key drivers and
motivations for innovative behaviour in SMTEs in the tourist park sector. This study included firms from
Australia, New Zealand and the United Kingdom.
The identification of innovative practices may be used to produce tangible, evidence-based good practice
guides that will directly benefit managers desiring to be more innovative and thereby increase their
competitiveness and business performance. These guides may also be developed and disseminated to tourism
support agencies and industry associations.
This exploratory study on SMTEs also makes a contribution to the important knowledge domain of
innovation. Further research which builds on the study’s findings is suggested. In particular, future research can
aim for producing sharper profiles of managers, their operating environments and impacts on the types and scale
of innovations they adopt.
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Summary
Overview
The project examined innovation as a means of enhancing the business performance of Small and Medium-sized
Tourism Enterprises (SMTEs). Specifically, the project gathered evidence to identify the key drivers and
motivations for innovative behaviour in SMTEs in the tourist park sector. During the first stage of the project, a
literature review was conducted along with interviews with domain experts to gather both theoretical and
practical knowledge on innovation. This exercise laid the foundation for empirical research that measured and
assessed innovation and change management within successful SMTEs. The research team used links with
international academics to conduct case studies of firms from Australia, New Zealand and the United Kingdom.
The case studies helped identify the elements that explain variation in innovation success. These findings were
tested in Australia via a survey of SMTEs drawn from the tourist park sector.

Objectives of the Study
•

To determine the key drivers (including motives) and influencing factors of innovative behaviour in tourist
parks (that lead to improved business performance and sustainability).

•

To identify and provide a greater level of understanding of the factors that stimulate innovation in the tourist
park accommodation sector.

•

To identify the barriers to innovation

•

To investigate the impact of innovative practices on business performance and other outcomes.

•

To build tools to exploit findings for the benefit of tourist park operators.

Methodology
A research approach involving both qualitative and quantitative techniques was used in this project. Primary,
secondary and tertiary data was collected utilising methods ranging from a literature search and secondary data
collection to in-depth interviews of domain experts, case studies and a quantitative online survey of tourist parks
across Australia. The phases of data collection are expanded on in the following paragraphs.
Background Research
An extensive literature review on innovation launched this background research phase. The research identified
what drives and motivates innovative behaviour, the indicators of innovation and outcomes of innovative
practices. Internal and external influences on the innovation process were also researched. A framework of
innovative capacity was proposed following the literature review, which was to be used in evaluating results
from the next phases of the research. Phase 1 also incorporated interviews with tourist park domain experts who
provided a valuable overview of the industry and current issues and challenges.
Case Studies of Tourist Park SMTEs
For this phase, the researchers utilised links with overseas academics. The international team conducted parallel
case studies in three countries: Australia, New Zealand and the United Kingdom. A total of six case studies (two
in each country) were undertaken in order to identify and consider international best practice. The protocol for
the case studies (see Appendix A) was developed from a list of innovative capacity indicators and the results of
the domain expert interviews. The case studies also identified the elements that explain variation in innovation
success, which were then tested in Australia via online surveys of tourist parks.
Surveys of SMTEs
Two online surveys were conducted. The first survey focused on demographic information of tourist parks,
owner-managers, and the industry in general. The survey also identified some characteristics that distinguish an
innovative operator from a non-innovative operator. Scaled questions developed from innovation indicators in
the tourist park industry were used to get this information. Data analysis included formulating a linear regression
model that predicts innovative capacity. However, though significant (or not likely the result of random
occurrence), the model has a relatively low explanatory power. This result prompted the second survey, which
was conducted eight months later on the same respondent base. In this survey, the focus was on characteristics of
vi
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the owner-managers and their attitudes, perceptions and practices. The second survey yielded information that
was consistent with that of the first. The results of the second survey also allowed the formulation of a logistic
regression model that predicted the probability of whether a particular tourist park will adopt an innovation. This
model was also significant, and more importantly, has an increased explanatory power compared with that of the
first survey.

Key Findings
Results of the different data-collection methods were cross-tabulated. High congruence was observed of these
results against the literature-derived innovative capacity framework. Further, there was strong triangulation of
results across the various methods used. A summary of key findings follows:
•

The tourist park sector is made up of mostly small operations with an average staff strength of four
full time employees including the owner-manager(s).
• Case studies in three countries determined that innovation in these organisations is driven basically by
the owner-manager’s ambition to improve on existing facilities and services to satisfy customers and
develop a successful and reputable business. The innovation process is facilitated by the manager
consulting staff and tapping into external resources like industry associations.
• Survey results reveal that customer suggestions are the primary source of innovation ideas. The
innovative manager would also likely be practicing ‘environmental scanning’, actively studying the
external environment and picking up ideas whilst doing his/her own travelling, by looking into what
competitors offer and by attending conferences and trade shows. Such a manager also exercises a
dynamic management orientation characterised by a preference for new ideas versus tried and true
ways.
• Regression analyses also determined that more innovativeness is associated with businesses that are
growing, have more employees, have ease of access to finance for developing their businesses, are
keenly aware of competition, and are members of industry associations.
• The top two reported effects of innovation are the attraction of new guests and an increase of
customer satisfaction.
• While an increase in efficiency has also been reported with innovation adoption, this is not a
significant motivator of innovative companies (those that prioritise greater efficiency are in fact
predicted to be less innovative).
• Local government and planning regulations are seen as major barriers to innovations by most SMTEs.
The more innovative companies also see the availability of quality employees as a restricting factor.
Reflecting on the overall results, three insights stand out. First is the central and crucial role of the ownermanager in ensuring that innovations occur. The manager is typically accomplishment-driven and strives for
continuous improvement in tourist park facilities, its offered services and operating processes in order to attract
and retain customers. Keeping ahead of competition is a continuing concern of innovative mangers. The second
insight is that innovative managers proactively seek innovative ideas. They do this through keeping close to
customers and getting their feedback and suggestions, through environmental scanning or keeping abreast of
developments in the industry in Australia and overseas, and through networking with external stakeholders. The
third insight is that innovation involves the generation of ideas and the implementation of numerous small steps
within an innovation-supportive work-regime and organisational climate. Thus, good management and
innovative activities are intertwined and hard to separate.

Future Action
The identification of innovative practices could be used to produce tangible, evidence-based good practice
guides that will directly benefit managers desiring to be more innovative and thereby increase their
competitiveness and business performance. These guides could also be developed and disseminated to tourism
support agencies and industry associations.
This exploratory study on SMTEs also makes a contribution to the important knowledge domain of innovation.
Further research which builds on the study’s findings is suggested. In particular, future research can aim for
producing sharper profiles of managers, their operating environments and impacts on the types and scale of
innovations they adopt.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Research Purpose
In the last twenty years, continuing and dramatic changes in the external environment have made it important for
companies to innovate to ensure growth, or even survival. Thus, innovation, or the generation and adoption of
new ideas, has been a typical feature of most firms that succeed. The focus of this study is the tourist park sector.
World events, changing customer preferences and intensifying competition have had a profound impact on the
tourist park sector. This sector is comprised of small to medium tourism enterprises (SMTEs). Despite their
limited resources, these businesses need to keep ahead of competition in attracting and retaining their customers
to remain viable. Innovation is therefore an important element of tourist park management.
The study examines the nature of innovation in the tourist park sector. Specifically, the study identifies
innovative capacities, profiles of innovators, and the key drivers and barriers influencing innovative behaviour.
Hence, the study addresses the following research questions:
1. How is innovation demonstrated? What are the indicators of innovative capacities?
2. What are the characteristics and drivers of innovative tourist park managers?
3. How are innovative ideas generated?
4. What are the outcomes of innovation for the business?
5. What are the barriers holding back innovation?
Through this study, a multi-dimensional description of innovation is formulated and tested. The study
outcomes can serve as a reference and practical guide for SMTEs moving forward on innovation, which can
hopefully contribute to their improved performance and sustainability.

Background of the Australian Tourist Park Sector
Overview
The caravan, cabin and camping accommodation industry, collectively called the Tourist Park Industry, is a very
broad and diverse sector. The accommodation and facilities provided by tourist parks now ranges from
unpowered tent sites to deluxe cabins and resort style facilities including pools and camp kitchens (Tubal Pty Ltd
2004). Previously an industry sector that was considered to be small scale, the industry now provides more
visitor nights than any other accommodation provider with the exclusion of the visiting friends and relatives
market (CRVA 2004; Dunlevy 2004). Currently in Australia, there are approximately 2,700 parks providing up
to 200,000 holiday sites and employing around 20,000 people (CRVA 2004). It is estimated by CRVA that
87.5% of Australians have stayed in a tourist park at some stage.

Definition of a Tourist Park
Tourist parks are defined in AAA Tourism’s Tourist Park Guide as being all types of accommodation that can be
classified as ‘caravan parks, camping areas and onsite park accommodation (including lodges, park cabins,
holiday flats, chalets, on site vans and bunkhouses)’ (AAA Tourism 2004: 10). The term tourist park, for the
purpose of this project, will refer to any accommodation operator that provides two or more of these
accommodation types on one site.

Operators
The most common operators of tourist parks have traditionally been known as ‘mum and dad’ operators, usually
couples who have either retired or moved on from their professional or traditional working life and want a ‘sea
change’. In recent years, however, an increasing number of parks have been bought by more sophisticated
business operations that are bringing a greater understanding of business practices to the industry (B. Yates
2004, pers. comm., 12 July). As it is now apparent that the industry has been undervalued in terms of the amount
charged for the use of a powered site, more and more operators are seeking ways to gain a greater return. This
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has been one of the many factors that have raised the awareness of the potential of the industry and prompted
operators to begin to invest more time and money into development. The industry has seen an overall rise in the
professionalism in the operation of parks, led by the bigger park chains such as Top Tourist Parks (B. Yates
2004, pers. comm., 12 July).

The Market
The market of the tourist park industry was long established as ‘a relatively selective traditional holiday facility
for families and caravaners’ (Tubal Pty Ltd 2004: 1). Over the past 10 years, however, the industry has seen a
shift in this market to include those who have bigger budgets and families wanting not just accommodation but a
park with many facilities and amenities available to them.
The tourist park industry’s main competitor is the motel sector. Tourist park operators have become more
aware of the similarities between the cabin style accommodation and motel accommodation. Tourist park
operators therefore have to differentiate themselves in order to gain the competitive advantage. The major way in
which this has been achieved has been by the parks providing more than just accommodation that is, including a
range of services as well (B. Yates 2004, pers. comm., 12 July). Some examples include:
 Providing facilities such as swimming pools, tennis courts, playground areas, BBQ areas and communal
camp kitchens. Many parks are catering for niche markets, e.g. Blue Dolphin in Yamba has a water
sport focus and Ashmore Palms on the Gold Coast has no drive-in sites.
 Providing extra services such as child care, tourism booking services, organised games and ‘park
community’ events, i.e. cricket matches, free BBQs.
 Providing a range of accommodation to suit many different needs and budget requirements, i.e. from
family cabins or chalets to backpacker accommodation to powered sites with ‘ensuite’ amenities.
 Park operators have become more environmentally aware with increased vegetation, recycling services
and water and energy saving devices a priority (Ballina Shire Council 2004).
Tourist parks market themselves as being more experiential and family-focused with an environmental focus
also alluding to the ‘clean green’ image and a safe and healthy holiday environment (W. Peters 2004, pers.
comm., 29 June; B. Yates 2004, pers. comm., 12 July).

Industry Growth
The tourist park industry has traditionally been considered a ‘cottage industry’ that experiences little change and
is used predominantly by caravaners and the budget family holidaymakers. The industry has, however,
experienced substantial growth in the last decade and is now considered to be the fastest growing tourism sector
in Australia (CRVA 2004). This growth can be attributed to the following factors:
 The baby boomer segment is growing older and they have more leisure time as they begin their retirement
years. They also have more money to spend on their retirement than has previously been the situation with
retiree groups. More than 70% of caravan and motor home products are purchased by people over 55
years of age (CRVA 2004). This age group has contributed greatly to the revival of the drive-tow holiday
market.
 The emergence of technologically advanced caravans, campervans and motor homes over the last 7-8
years has seen a 15% increase annually in the manufacturing of caravans, campervans and motor homes.
This can be attributed to the available equipment becoming increasingly modern and more comfortable.
The industry has also become attractive as it is being actively promoted as offering freedom and a great
lifestyle.
 Recent world issues have facilitated the revitalisation of the ‘safe’ option of domestic drive holidays. This
has been a contributing factor to the growth in the industry as more people are holidaying within
Australia.
 The industry has become more recognised as a profitable accommodation sector that has seen more
investment to improve the industry.
 Park operators have also realised the need to develop themselves into multi-faceted accommodation
facilities.

Characteristics of Tourist Parks
Tourist parks vary significantly according to a number of factors. The most common ways of categorising parks
is through location, ownership and size.
Firstly, the location of the park will determine the way in which the park is operated, the costs incurred and
the market that the park is aiming to attract. Generally, parks can be classified as either destinational or transit.
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Destinational parks are those that have a feature, facility or amenity either in the surrounding area or within the
park that ‘pulls’ people to that particular region or park. Transit parks are those that are located in places that are
not traditional holiday destinations but require an accommodation facility for long distance travellers. A common
example is the highway park.
The two main types of ownership of tourist parks are classified as freehold or leasehold. Freehold parks are
located on privately owned land and are either managed by the owner or by a person employed as manager.
Leasehold parks are those either owned by a company, the local council or government or are leased out to a
manager for a certain period of time. These parks are becoming more common as the cost of owning a park
increases.
A common measure of the size of tourist parks is the number of sites that they have available for
accommodation purposes on one property location. A site includes not only powered and unpowered sites but
any form of accommodation, for example, a cabin would also equal one site. Parks that are considered to be
small in size are those with less than 40 sites available. Medium-sized parks would have from 40 to 200 sites and
large parks would be those with 200 or more accommodation sites available on one property location.

Future Outlook
Changes in the industry and its customers are expected to continue in the foreseeable future. The effects of
legislation and increasing environmental issues will lead to fewer new parks being established, especially in
coastal areas. For some of these coastal tourist parks, there could also be the more economically advantageous
alternative of selling out to residential property developers. On the customer side, the increase in popularity of
caravans and drive-tow travelling may mean changes to the type of accommodation and facilities that are
offered. This may see the structure of some parks reverting to drive-in sites to accommodate the rising demand.
Yet, on another front, the recent increase in petrol prices is a concern, though its impact has yet to be observed.
While this development may discourage some to go on driving holidays, it may however present opportunities
with those giving up the more expensive option of holiday travel by air. Whatever happens, it is important for
tourist parks to continue or even intensify efforts to create ongoing demand with their target customers. It seems
clear that the tourist park manager must be in touch with developments and innovate where necessary to adapt
their business to survive and thrive.

Methodology
A research approach involving both qualitative and quantitative techniques was used in this project. Primary and
secondary data was collected utilising methods ranging from a literature search and secondary data collection to
in-depth interviews with domain experts, international case studies and an online survey of tourist parks across
Australia. The method employed and the phases of data collection, analysis and write up are explained in the
following paragraphs and detailed in Figure 1.

Phase 1: Background Research
Interviews with domain experts and an extensive literature review were undertaken to firstly gain an
understanding of the sector and then to explore the drivers and motivators of innovative behaviour, the indicators
of innovation in the tourist park sector, and measures of performance from existing innovative activity and
behaviour. Internal and external influences on the process were also explored as factors that affect the business
innovation process. It is this background knowledge that provided the basis for the subsequent phases of the
study, including the international case studies and the surveys of SMTE tourist park operators in Australia.

Phase 2: Case Studies of Tourist Park SMTEs
For this phase the researchers utilised links with overseas academics. The international team conducted three
parallel case studies – in Australia, New Zealand (NZ) and the United Kingdom (UK). A total of six case studies
(two in each country) were completed in order to identify and consider international best practice. The protocol
for the case studies (see Appendix A) was developed from the literature review and the results of the domain
expert interviews. The two Australian tourist parks used for the case study component of the study were chosen
based on recommendations from the domain experts and also from using AAA Tourism’s 2004 Tourist Park
Accommodation Guide. The two UK tourist parks were chosen based on the substantial numbers of both
industry awards and high levels of accreditation ratings they had achieved. The criteria used to select the parks in
NZ were similar. In this case the parks needed to be Qualmark 5-star and Green Globe accredited as well as
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recent winners of the NZ Tourism Award. Discussions with industry groups in regards to their innovative ability
also assisted in the selection process.
The key purpose of the case studies was to identify the elements that explain variation in innovation success
and to identify whether the different geographic locations had any impact on innovative activity. The findings of
this study were then being tested in Australia via the online surveys of tourist parks.

Phase 3: Surveys of SMTEs in the Tourist Park Sector
The first online survey was developed using the results of the extensive literature search and the results from the
international case studies. The first set of survey questions aimed to collect demographic data on the tourist park
industry, including information about the operators as well as the industry as a whole. The remaining survey
questions aimed to identify the characteristics that distinguish an innovative operator from a non-innovative
operator using innovative measurements from a previous study (Barringer & Bluedorn 1999) as well as scaled
questions developed from the previously identified elements that define innovation in the tourist park industry. A
copy of the questionnaire is located in Appendix B.
Pilot testing of the survey occurred in early November 2004 and was carried out using the parks interviewed
for the case study stage of the project. The responses received from the park owners were positive and no
changes were required.
Although not originally planned, a second online survey was carried out to gather data which was not
collected in the first survey. A decision to undertake this second survey was made after analysis of the data from
survey one. The regression analysis used to identify a model to describe innovation was significant but could
explain only 23% of the variance in innovation. Thus, it was clear that further research was necessary to identify
other sources of variation and additional measures of innovation in a second survey.
The questionnaire used in the second survey (see Appendix C) was designed to address additional factors
and included questions relating to operator’s background and previous entrepreneurial experience; business
details; source of innovative ideas; impact of innovation and examples of adopted innovations in three categories
(facilities, services and processes); and operator’s attitudes and opinions.
Both surveys, 1 and 2, were distributed with the support of CRVA via email to their members. The first
survey sample of 1,700 tourist parks was drawn from the CRVA membership database. This sample represented
approximately 63% of the total number of tourist parks in Australia. The park owner-managers were distributed
an online survey through the CRVA in November 2004. To encourage participation an incentive was offered to
CRVA members. The response to this first survey was substantial with 355 tourist park operators returning the
completed survey.
The second survey was distributed electronically in July 2005 to the same CRVA membership. For this
survey the response rate was lower (N=115) than the previous survey.

Phase 4: Analysis of Data
In this phase a full analysis of all the data was undertaken and comparisons across the case study and survey
components were completed. The aim of this phase was to determine the characteristics of the innovative tourist
parks and to highlight the drivers and barriers to innovation. The key intention was to develop a model which
would explain innovation in Australian tourist parks. Important to this outcome was the use of regression
analysis.

Phase 5: Report Writing and Dissemination
The final phase of the study involved the writing of the report and the dissemination to the Sustainable Tourism
Cooperative Research Centre (STCRC), domain experts and other industry stakeholders.
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the methodological approach

Literature
Review

Structured interviews with
domain experts

Case Study Protocol

International Case Studies
•
•
•

UK (2)
NZ (2)
AUS (2)

Identification of elements that
explain variation in innovation

•
•

Test locally:
Questionnaire design
Survey of 1700 Tourist
Parks

Proposed Outcome
Reports and presentations about factors that stimulate
innovation in SMTEs in the tourist park sector
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Chapter 2

THE NATURE OF INNOVATION
The first part of this chapter presents a literature review on the nature of innovation, which includes common
definitions, an explanation of innovation as a process and a multi-dimensional framework for the measurement
of innovative capacity. Domain experts in the tourist park sector were concurrently interviewed to record their
perspective on innovation and how it manifests in the industry. The results of these interviews are presented in
the second part of this chapter.

Literature Review
Innovation Defined
Innovation is a broad concept that has been defined using many approaches. It is a process by which firms add
value through successful exploitation of a new idea for the benefit of a part or whole of business, industry or the
nation (Feeny & Rogers 2003). Schumpeter was a pioneer in the field of innovation theory and as early as 1934
identified five different types of innovation. These are:
1. The introduction of a new product or a qualitative change in an existing product.
2. Process innovation new to an industry.
3. The opening of a new market.
4. The development of new sources of supply for raw materials or other inputs.
5. Changes in industrial organisation (Feeny & Rogers 2003: 254).
A common definition describes innovation as involving the creation or application of new ideas (Bryant 1998
in Sheehan & Messinis 2000; McCosh et al. 1998; Feeny & Rogers 2003). The new ideas can be in the form of
actual products or systems, processes and management tools introduced into the business or enterprise (Bryant
1998 in Sheehan & Messinis 2000).
This research project relied upon a definition of innovation used by the Department of Industry, Science and
Resources (DISR) (1999) which describes innovation as the process that incorporates knowledge into economic
activity. Thus, innovation encompasses the process of transformation of an idea into a marketable product or
service or a process improvement and the resultant new product, service or process.

Innovation Process
It is widely held that innovation is a process that involves the actual vision to create new ideas or improve on
existing resources and the knowledge and skills to implement them (Kuratko & Hodgetts 2001; McCosh et al.
1998; Mitra & Matlay 2000). Thus innovation is thought of not as a single event but, in effect, a systematic
process that requires time, resources and capable management (Jones & Tilley 2003).
The process of innovation was outlined by Mitra (2000: 228) as combining the different activities of design,
market investigation, research, process development, employee development and organisation restructuring.
Through the innovation process new ideas are being ‘transformed, through economic activity, into a sustainable
value-creating outcome’ (Jones 2001: 2). An appreciation of what is involved in the process of innovation which
leads to a marketable product or service is important for businesses to realise their potential (Livesay, Rourke &
Lux 1989).

Indicators of Innovation
In order for a business to understand its potential and capacity for innovativeness, indicators of innovation must
be set and understood. A business can develop systems and processes to stimulate future innovation by
understanding when an innovation has occurred within the business environment, how it has occurred and the
extent to which it resulted in benefits (Cebon, Newton & Noble 1999). The literature points out several
indicators of a business organisation’s innovative capacity. A theme analysis of these indicators led to the
summary presented in Table 1.
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Table 1: Indicators of innovative capacity
Criteria

Source

1. A record of significant growth, and having growth strategies
in place.

Covin & Slevin 1991
Baldwin & Johnson 1995
Chandler, Keller & Lyon 2000
Mahemba & De Bruijn 2003

2. Competent management as shown through skills, knowledge
of industry, past experience and the application of
experience. Further, an effective awareness of contemporary
issues in the industry obtained through active environmental
scanning.

Baldwin & Johnson 1995
Davis & Moe 1997
McAdam, Armstrong & Kelly 1998
Mahemba & De Bruijn 2003

3. The existence and maintenance of external relationships by
the manager and the knowledge of the importance of these
relationships.

Rothwell 1992
Cooper 1995
Hine & Ryan 1999
Breen, Bergin-Seers, Jago & Carlsen 2003
Mahemba & De Bruijn 2003

4. The successful management of information within the
business.

Cebon, Newton & Noble 1999
Hine & Ryan 1999
Feeny & Rogers 2003
Mahemba & De Bruijn 2003

5. The provision of unique products and services and the ability
of the manager to recognise the importance of product
differentiation as a source of competitive advantage.

Cooper 1986
Baldwin & Johnson 1995

6. The recognition of the value of employees as an essential
factor in business success.

McAdam, Armstrong & Kelly 1998
Hine & Ryan 1999
Baldwin & Gellately 2003

7. The acknowledgment of customer relations as an important
factor in business success; responsive consideration and
action on suggestions from customers.

Cooper 1986
Jones & Tilley 2003

8. Market knowledge and the existence of marketing plans;
awareness of the various media available for advertising and
appropriate use according to market segment.

Cooper 1986
Cooper 1995
Breen, Bergin-Seers & Jago 2003

9. A systematic new product development process.

Cooper 1995
Hine & Ryan 1999
Feeny & Rogers 2003

10. An awareness of barriers to innovation that the
owner/operator sees as relevant to their business (having had
or going to have to overcome) and the capacity to minimise
political, operational and cultural barriers to change.

Baldwin & Johnson 1995
Cebon, Newton & Noble 1999
Radnor and Robinson 2000
Baldwin & Gellatly 2003
Bessant 2003
Feeny & Rogers 2003

The above 10 indicators of innovative capacity are used as the basis to analyse the data collected during this
study. The importance of these dimensions is then evaluated.
In summary, innovation is the generation and subsequent implementation of new ideas that leads to a new
product, service or process that is of economic benefit to a business. Innovation is conceptualised not as a single
event but as a process that produces ideas and transforms these to useful benefits. These benefits could be
measured in terms of improved performance such as an increase in growth rate, market share or profitability.
Studies of innovative firms also reveal indicators of innovative capacity. The presence of these indicators is
supportive of the innovative process, thus ensuring higher likelihood that innovations will happen.
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Innovation in Tourist Parks
Interviews with domain experts provided a background on innovation in tourist parks. The interviewees were Mr
Wayne Peters, General Manager, Operations of AAA Australia and Mr Ben Yates, Chief Executive Officer of
Caravan, RV and Accommodation Industry of Australia (CRVA). Insights into the characteristics of innovative
parks and their operators, and the motivators as well as barriers of innovation in tourist parks are presented
below.

Innovative Parks
Innovation in tourist parks normally revolves around enhancing the physical features and attractiveness of the
park. The types of services offered are also an important innovation area. In recent years, the industry has seen
the introduction of various types of accommodation which has substantially upgraded the quality of
accommodation available in the sector. While the level of observed innovative activity is encouraging,
innovation in this sector is still to reach optimal levels.
There are many leasehold and freehold tourist parks of various sizes across Australia that are considered to
be run by innovative operators. According to the domain experts, some of the characteristics of these parks
include:
 Well managed;
 High level of customer service skills of the owner/operator and employees;
 High standard of property, i.e. the physical features of the park (for example, green lawns, trees, open
areas, neat and well maintained park grounds and facilities);
 Location of the park, i.e. where a natural/attractive feature of the park or the surrounding area draws
people to stay there;
 Marketing, i.e. how successfully the park understands their customers and uses their location and any
‘pull’ factors to their advantage (for example, focusing on a niche market);
 Planned innovation ability, i.e. systems that are used to create an innovation ;
 The existence of a strategic plan for the business;
 Affiliation with an industry body or chain, e.g. CRVA or Big 4; and
 The existence of and understanding of the need for the creation of strong industry networks.

Motivators and Drivers for Innovation in Tourist Parks
The main driver and motivation for park operators to innovate results is the desire to improve economic return.
Secondary motivations include the ‘feel good’ aspect such as the personal rewards gained from operating in an
environmentally sustainable way (W. Peters 2004, pers. Comm.., 29 June). The rise in quality accommodation
offered was ultimately driven by the decrease in people towing caravans in the early 1990s and the realisation by
park owners that they could gain a much higher return on investment from an onsite cabin than a powered site.
Another driver of innovative activity in the industry is the need to fill parks in the low season. The ability to
draw consumers to parks in traditional off-peak times is helped through cooperative marketing and enhancing the
parks point of difference (B. Yates 2004, pers. comm., 12 July).

Barriers to Innovation
The domain experts identified the following barriers to innovation:
 Regulations and legislation, such as local government regulation, greatly affect the level of innovation
within a park (B. Yates 2004, pers. comm., 12 July). A number of councils do not recognise the value of
tourism, are not supportive of parks and in some cases openly compete with privately owned parks in
the same area.
 State land tax and environmental legislation are huge barriers for many parks.
 Sourcing finance, especially for the ‘mum and dad’ operators can be difficult. Banks are however
becoming more willing to lend as value of investment in the industry becomes more recognised.
 A lean staff means most operate with few personnel leading to long hours for owner/operators and the
need to be skilled in many areas; this leads to a lack of time to spend on business improvement.
 The lack of experience/ professional development for some operators could make them unaware of the
advantages education and training can offer.
 Largely nature-based tourist enterprises have to deal with a great deal of land management
governmental red tape.
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Chapter 3

CASE STUDY RESULTS
The second phase of the research project involved six case studies of innovative tourist park operators in three
countries (Australia, New Zealand and the United Kingdom). Prior to carrying out these studies, a pilot study
was conducted with one tourist park in Victoria. The pilot case study was used to test the questions and issues in
the international case study protocol that was developed from the literature review and interviews with domain
experts.
The case studies done in Australia were on AUS 1 located in Ballarat, Victoria and AUS 2 in Anglesea,
Victoria. The two from New Zealand were on NZ 1 in Taupo and NZ 2 in Te Anau. The two from United
Kingdom were on UK 1 in Oban, Scotland and UK 2 in Aberfoyle, Scotland. Reports on each of the cases are
presented as Appendix D.
Case findings were analysed and categorised to determine commonalities between the studied tourist parks
in terms of their innovative capacity. Specific examples of the ten indicators of innovative capacity identified in
the literature (see Table 1), were pointed out. A list of these indicators and the incidence across the studied cases
is presented in Table 2.
A summary of common innovative indicators found in most of the studied cases is as follows:
•
Growth in turnover and increase in the accommodation capacity of the tourist park were observed.
•
Park managers are highly motivated by self-accomplishment.
•
Collecting customer feedback is done consistently.
•
A spirit of continuous improvement is pervasive in all studied parks, despite the fact that standards are
already exemplary for their tourist park category.
•
Employees are recognised as vital assets in ensuring the delivery of quality service and the initiation and
implementation of innovations.
•
There is a strong emphasis on customer relations, which is underpinned by the importance given to repeat
business and word-of-mouth endorsements.
•
Management has an informed awareness of industry developments, its market position and its target
customers.
•
Product development ideas are generated through environmental scanning strategies that include customer
feedback, networking within industry circles and observations during overseas trips.
•
While customer satisfaction is a primary driver, there still exists a hard-nosed attitude that innovation
investments should pay back in terms of higher income.
Table 2: Presence of indicators of innovative capacity

1. Record of Business Growth
• Increased turnover
• Increased guests’ average length of stay
• Implemented price increases with minimal market
resistance
• Increased accommodation capacity
• Achieved higher Star rating
2. Capable Management and Leadership
• Won business awards
• Requested to train other operators
• Implemented effective office and operational systems
• Highly motivated by accomplishment
3. Development of External Relationships
• Acquires information by attending industry meetings
• Actively participates with local business and tourism
associations
• Gets others (e.g. rental cars, restaurants) to promote
tourist park

NZ1

NZ2

UK1

UK2

AUS1

AUS2

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√
√
√
√

√
√

√

√
√

√
√

√

√
√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
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NZ1
4. Management of Information
• Uses operations manuals with standard procedures to
guide staff
• Have system to capture, track customer complaints and
suggestions
• Surveys customer satisfaction regularly
• Uses computerised booking system (online)
• Management uses IT extensively in work processes,
communication
5. Building of Competitive Advantage
• Driven by maintenance of high standards for facilities /
service
• Creates special experience for guests, e.g. gardens,
movies events for children
• Exercises philosophy of continuous improvement
6. Recognition of Employees’ Importance
• Declares that employees are essential to success
• Involves staff in planning and decision-making
• Invests in training
• Organises events / schemes to motivate staff
7. Emphasis on Customer Relations
• Exerts extra effort to welcome guests and offer relevant
information
• Regularly checks with customers regarding quality of
service
• Has procedures to get customers to visit again
8. Marketing Knowledge and Plans
• Clear assessment of positioning, strengths and industry
developments
• Has statistics on customer segments and target
customers
• Prepares marketing plan detailing collaboration and
advertising strategies
9. Product Development Process
• Go overseas to learn about new ideas in tourist parks
• Has clear vision of what needs to be done for the tourist
park
• Development projects are part of annual plan
10. Management of Business Barriers
• Has informed awareness of barriers to growth and their
relative impact
• Has found creative ways to overcome some business
barriers
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NZ2

UK1

UK2

AUS1

AUS2

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√
√
√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√
√

√
√
√
√

√
√

√
√
√

√
√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

√
√

√

√

√

√
√

√
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
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Chapter 4

SURVEY RESULTS
Two surveys were conducted in phase 3 of the project. The first survey was developed from the literature review,
the early exploratory interviews with key stakeholders and from the case studies. The second survey was
designed to build on the results of the first survey and to explore additional factors that affect innovation in
tourist park businesses.

Survey 1 Results
Characteristics of Tourist Parks
There were 355 respondents to the first survey which represented a 20.9% response rate. The tourist parks
involved were mostly located in coastal regions (183, 51.5%) followed closely by regional areas (147, 41.4%).
Only 25 (7%) were in urban areas. The greater proportion of parks had between 41 and 100 sites (143, 40.4%)
with only 25 (7%) having fewer than 41 sites.
The respondents’ tourist parks were largely privately owned (235, 66.2%), the remainder being leased (120,
33.8%). While one third (119, 33.5%) were members of their state associations almost one third (104, 29.3%)
were not members of any industry group. For the previous three-year period, the majority (191, 53.8%) of
respondents reported growth between 1 to 10% and only a small proportion (26, 7.3%) reported zero or negative
growth. Table 3 shows a summary of the characteristics of the respondents.
Table 3: Characteristics of tourist parks

Coastal
Regional
Urban
Privately Owned
Ownership
Leased
< 40 sites
41-100 sites
Size of Park
101-150 sites
151-200 sites
> 200 sites
Average number of full time employees
Average number of part time employees
Average number of casual employees
State Association
Membership of Industry
Top Tourist Parks
Groups*
Big 4
* These proportions add to more
Family Parks Australia
than 100% because multiple
Other Associations
responses were allowed
Not a member of any industry group
Local Tourism Organisation
Affiliations*
Regional Tourism Organisation
* These proportions add to more
Community Group
than 100% because multiple
Other
responses were allowed
None of the above
Yes
Tourism accreditation of park
No
Location of Park

Frequency

Percent

183
147
25
235
120
25
143
76
49
62

51.5
41.4
7.0
66.2
33.8
7.0
40.3
21.4
13.8
17.5
2.7
1.2
3.1

119
70
55
43
40
104
281
13
65
18
37
169
186

33.5
19.7
15.5
12.1
11.3
29.3
79.2
60.0
18.3
5.1
10.4
47.6
52.4
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Negative %
0%
1-10 %
11-20 %
> 21%

Average yearly growth (over
past 3 years)

14
12
191
101
37

3.9
3.4
53.8
28.5
10.4

Length of industry experience
Results describing the respondent operators’ years of experience are summarised in Table 4. Over one third (135,
38%) of the managers had less than 6 years experience in the tourist park sector, while almost one quarter had
over 15 years experience (85, 23.9%).
Table 4: Respondents’ length of industry experience
0-5 Years
6-10 Years
11-15 Years
16-20 Years
More than 21 Years

Experience in Industry

Frequency
135
87
48
36
49

Percent
38.0
24.5
13.5
10.1
13.8

Use of information technology
As for the use of information technology, the most common applications used in their businesses were email
(98.6%), basic PC applications (87.6%), and websites (87%). There was much less use of online bookings
(45.9%) and e-commerce (transactions online) (18.3%). Further, less than one third (107, 30.1%) used a
customer management system/database.

Innovation in Tourist Parks
Management style
Management styles were spread across the entire continuum of a seven-point scale from traditional or placing
emphasis on marketing of tried and true products and services, with a rating of 1 to dynamic or placing emphasis
on research, technological leadership and innovation, with a rating of 7. A peak was observed at the midpoint of
the scale with a very small tendency towards a slightly more dynamic style (average 4.16).
Table 5: Ratings of innovative management style
Traditional:
emphasis on the
marketing of
tried and true
products and
services
1
4.8%

2
8.5%

3
17.7%

4
30.1%

5
20.3%

6
10.7%

Dynamic:
emphasis on
research,
technological
leadership and
innovation
7
7.9%

Average

4.16

Introduction of new products and services
Table 6 provides results when respondents were asked to rate their development of new offerings over the past
five years on a 7-point scale from no new offerings (1) to many new offerings (7). The scores were very slightly
skewed towards many new offerings with 56.3% of scores in the range 5-7 (overall average 4.66).
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Table 6: Ratings of new products and services introduced over past 5 years
no new products
and services
1
4.8%

2
7.3%

3
15.2%

4
16.3%

5
19.4%

6
20.0%

many new products
and services
7
16.9%

Average
4.66

Extent of changes made
As shown in Table 7, a similar, though closer to a normal distribution of scores, was obtained for the extent of
product changes over the previous five years on a 7-point scale from minor changes to quite dramatic changes
(46.2% scores 5-7 and overall average 4.26).
Table 7: Ratings of extent of changes in products and services over past 5 years
minor changes
1
5.6%

2
13.5%

3
13.8%

4
20.8%

5
20.3%

6
14.4%

quite dramatic
changes
7
11.5%

Average
4.26

Groups that influence innovation
When respondents were asked about the importance of various groups in the process of developing a new
product or service, using a scale ranging from ‘not important (1)’ to ‘extremely important (7)’ customers were
rated as the most important group (average=6.6), followed by employees (average=5.6) and industry associations
(average=5.1), while government agencies were rated as least important (average=3.8).

Information gathering techniques
Using a scale ranging from ‘never (1)’ to ‘frequently (7)’, when respondents were asked about their use of
information gathering techniques, the most commonly used practices were customer preferences (5.5) and
routine gathering of information from customers (5.4). Specific market research studies or trips (3.2) were used
least frequently.

Barriers
In rating the restrictiveness of various aspects affecting their ability to introduce new products and services on a
scale ranging from ‘not at all restrictive (1)’ to ‘extremely restrictive (7)’ local government regulations (4.8), and
planning restrictions (4.7) were seen as the most restrictive aspects.

Data Analysis
In an effort to better understand how the characteristics of park managers related to innovation, the available
characteristics of the parks and their managers were entered into a linear regression model as independent
variables predicting a dependent variable of ‘innovation’. This variable was formed by averaging the two selfreported measures of innovation, the number of new products (Question 11a) and the extent of product changes
produced (Question 11b) over the previous five years. Although both variables had reasonably normal
distributions prior to summation, the multiple linear regression process was helpful in smoothing the shape of the
curve and ensuring that both skewness and kurtosis were within acceptable bounds.
In constructing the regression model thirteen independent variables were entered using a forward stepwise
procedure and a 5% significance level for entry. The thirteen independent variables focused more upon the
characteristics of the park and less on the characteristics of the managers relating to number of years experience
in the tourist park industry and their management style. The components of the final model included total
number of employees, growth over the previous three years, number of association memberships, number of
affiliations and degree to which the management style is innovative. Details of the final model are shown in
Table 8.
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Table 8: Coefficients for model predicting innovation
Unstandardised
Coefficients
Beta Std. Error
2.87
0.29
0.06
0.01
0.21
0.05
0.65
0.15
0.33
0.10
0.24
0.08

Standardised
Coefficients
Beta

(Constant)
Total employees
0.23
Innovative management style
0.20
Growth
0.20
Number of association memberships
0.15
Number of affiliations
0.13
Dependent Variable: innovation
(number of new products and extent of changes in the previous five years)

t

Sig.

9.95
4.84
4.19
4.23
3.15
2.84

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

The adjusted R2 for this model was 0.226, indicating that it could explain only 22.6% of the variance in
innovation. Thus, it was clear that further research would be necessary to identify other sources of variation and
additional measures of innovation in a second survey.

Further Analysis According to Level of Innovation
Following on from the descriptive statistics, parks reporting various levels of innovation were compared in terms
of their mean ratings of various stakeholders in terms of their importance to the innovation process. Again, the
level of innovation variable was formed by averaging the two self-reported measures of innovation, which are
the number of new products and services (Question 11a) and the extent of changes introduced (Question 11b)
over the previous five years. Three levels of innovators were formed to facilitate comparison. Low innovators
were defined as including scores between 1 and 2.5; medium included scores between 3 and 5; and high included
scores between 5.5 and 7.

Importance of various stakeholders in innovation
Table 9 shows the mean ratings of these three types of innovator groups in terms of the importance of various
stakeholders in the process of innovation. These mean scores were compared using One-way ANOVA (Analysis
of Variance). The F tests for the ANOVAs are reported in the left column. It can be seen in Table 9 that the high
innovation group rates the importance of most groups more highly. The only exception is the importance of
customers, which is rated highly by all innovation levels, and seen as the most important overall.
Table 9: Ratings of importance of various stakeholders in the process of developing new products and
services

Importance of Customers
F(2,352) = 0.79, p>0.05
Importance of Employees
F(2,352) = 7.83, p<0.05
Importance of Industry Associations and/or Marketing
Affiliations
F(2,352) = 6.43, p<0.05
Importance of Suppliers
F(2,352) = 13.21, p<0.05
Importance of Other Tourist Parks
F(2,352) = 5.31, p<0.05
Importance of Government Agencies
F(2,352) = 3.94, p<0.05

Low
Innovators

Medium
Innovators

High
Innovators

6.5

6.6

6.7

4.8

5.5

5.9

4.7

5.0

5.5

4.1

5.0

5.4

4.2

4.6

4.9

3.5

3.6

4.1

In contrast, there are very few significant differences with regard to ratings of the restrictiveness issues by the
three types of innovators (see Table 10). All groups rated local government regulations as being the most
restrictive, followed by planning regulations. However, highly innovative firms rated the availability of quality
employees as being significantly more restrictive than did the low and medium groups.
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Table 10: Ratings of restrictiveness of various issues in the ability to introduce new products and services
Low
Innovators

Medium
Innovators

High
Innovators

4.5

4.8

5.0

4.5

4.8

4.8

3.6

4.1

4.7

3.8

4.0

4.1

3.0

3.4

3.5

Extent to which Local Government Regulations are restrictive
F(2,352) = 1.29, p>0.05
Extent to which Planning Restrictions are to restrictive
F(2,352) = 0.96, p>0.05
Extent to which the Availability of Quality Employees is
restrictive F(2,352) = 6.43, p<0.05
Extent to which Park Size is restrictive
F(2,352) = 1.85, p>0.05
Extent to which Personal Management Experience is restrictive
F(2,352) = 1.36, p>0.05

Finally, the mean ratings of the extent to which various methods are used in the gathering of information
about the business environment were compared across the three types of innovators (see Table 11). All of the
comparisons were significant overall. The results show a trend of low innovators undertaking the lowest extent
of information gathering, and high innovator undertaking the highest extent. The most commonly used method
overall was routine gathering of information from customers. The best discriminating variable was going to
conferences, which was rated at 4.7 by high innovating firms, but only 2.2 by low innovators.
Table 11: Ratings of extent to which various methods are used in the gathering of information about the
business environment

Extent to which Routine Gathering of Information from Customers is
used
F(2,352) = 6.45, p<0.05
Extent to which Customer Preferences are used
F(2,352) = 9.56, p<0.05
Extent to which New Technologies are used
F(2,352) = 20.58, p<0.05
Extent to which Industry Publications are used
F(2,352) = 5.96, p<0.05
Extent to which Gathering of Information from State or National
Industry Bodies is used
F(2,352) = 9.98, p<0.05
Extent to which Forecasting Sales is used
F(2,352) = 14.13, p<0.05
Extent to which Conferences are used
F(2,352) = 29.96, p<0.05
Extent to which Industry Trade Shows are used
F(2,352) = 20.50, p<0.05
Extent to which Gathering of Information from Suppliers is used
F(2,352) = 9.89, p<0.05
Extent to which Specific Tracking of the Policies and Tactics of
Other Tourist Parks Including Competitors is used
F(2,352) = 12.98, p<0.05
Extent to which Special Market Research Studies or Trips are used
F(2,352) = 17.19, p<0.05

Low
Innovators

Medium
Innovators

High
Innovators

5.0

5.3

5.8

4.8

5.4

5.8

3.6

4.5

5.1

4.1

4.7

5.0

3.7

4.4

4.9

3.3

4.2

4.9

2.2

4.1

4.7

2.7

4.3

4.6

3.2

4.0

4.4

3.0

3.7

4.4

2.2

3.1

3.8

Summary of Survey 1 Findings
An interesting finding is the relatively high number of firms reporting the extent of new product development
introduced and the extent of product change over the past five years. The higher than expected levels of product
development and changes could be due to market demands or the intensity of competition in the sector.
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The findings of Survey 1 also indicate that the attitudes of those identified as the ‘high innovator group’
differ compared to the lesser innovative groups. The high innovators value the use of networking with external
people to keep abreast of developments outside their own business to develop new products and services. Thus a
belief in the value of information demonstrates active networking and environmental scanning behaviours. High
innovators appear to be seeking information systematically by tapping on a range of internal and external
sources. These activities may provide the innovators with valuable knowledge and expertise not readily available
within the business that are important to the idea generation and implementation stages of the innovation
process.
Attempts to identify a more holistic model for innovation in tourist parks were undertaken using the
dimensions of the tourist parks and their managers. The dimensions of the final model identified using regression
analysis include total number of employees, growth over the previous three years, number of association
memberships, number of affiliations and degree to which the management style is dynamic versus traditional.
Although not a strong model, these dimensions are significant, and can help explain why some tourist parks are
more innovative than others. For example, having more employees may provide the manager with greater
opportunity to pursue ideas and implement changes as part of the innovation process. This point actually
correlates with another research finding that high innovators see the shortage of quality staff as an impediment to
being more innovative.
A weakness of the model in Survey 1 is that the 13 independent variables focused more upon the
characteristics of the park and less on the characteristics of the managers, relating only to aspects such as number
of years experience in the tourist park industry and their management style. The gap in information about
management related characteristics is explored further in Survey 2.

Survey 2 Results
The second survey questionnaire was designed to address additional factors and included questions relating to:
• Operator’s background and previous entrepreneurial experience;
• Business details including ease of access to finance, extent to which information technology is used,
source of innovative ideas, impact of innovation and examples of adopted innovations in three
categories (facilities, services and processes); and
• Operator’s attitudes and opinions on growth, personal aspirations, strength of competition and need for
greater efficiency.
The dependent variable, innovation, was measured using a different approach to how it was done in the first
survey. The approach to this measurement was to define what is meant by innovation and then to ask whether
any innovation had been implemented in the previous five years. Respondents who had implemented an
innovation were then asked a series of questions relating to the number and nature of the innovations, their
perceptions of the beneficial impacts of the innovations and the sources of the innovative ideas.

Characteristics of Tourist Parks
For this survey, the same CRVA membership database was utilised; this time around, the response rate was
lower (115, 6.8%) than the previous survey.
The size profiles of the tourist parks operated by this set of respondents were similar to those in the first
survey. Forty-eight percent (48%) of Survey 2 respondents operated tourist parks with no more than 100 sites,
while in Survey 1, this figure was forty-seven percent (47%).
Growth over the previous three years was reported by most of the respondents as being in the 1 to 10% per
annum range (64, 55.7%), which was very similar to the response for the first survey. However, the proportion
reporting zero or negative growth was slightly higher in Survey 2 (13, 11.3%) compared with the first survey
(26, 7.3%).

Management and Innovation Characteristics
Respondents in both surveys have similar years of industry experience profiles. In this second survey, 37% have
been working in the industry for less than six years, and 25% have more than 15 years; in the first survey, the
figures were 38% and 24% respectively.
Age and education data were sought in the second survey. The greater proportion of respondents was 50
years old or over (69, 60%) followed by the 40 to 49 years age group (27, 23%). The majority were educated to
either secondary school certificate or had vocational training (76, 66.1%) with a much smaller proportion
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educated to degree level or above (31, 27%). Just over half (60, 55.2%) of the respondents had previous
experience of running their own businesses.
As with respondents in the first survey, the profile of respondents’ management styles was spread across the
entire continuum (from 1=traditional to 7=dynamic). Traditional management style is defined as a preference for
tried and true ways, while dynamic connotes a preference for seeking new ways. The frequency distribution
peaks at the midpoint of the scale similarly tending towards a slightly more dynamic style (mean 4.33).
Attitudes and opinions of owner-managers in relation to perceived industry growth prospects, their growth
aim for the business, the businesses’ need for greater efficiency and the strength of business competition were
obtained utilising a 7-point Likert scale from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7). The average ratings
obtained from the responses as well as the percentages of respondents returning the high agreement ratings of 6
and 7 are presented in Table 12.
Table 12: Management attitudes and opinions

Statement
‘The growth prospects for the tourist park industry are strong.’
‘We need to be more efficient in how we operate the business.’
‘We are facing strong competition in attracting customers.’
‘We use Information Technology (IT) extensively in our business.’
‘I aim to grow my business more quickly than most others in the
tourist park industry.’
‘It had been easy for me to access finance for the development of
my business.’

5.6
5.0
5.0
4.8
4.5

Respondents with
Ratings of 6 and 7
(High agreement)
59 %
53 %
47 %
40 %
32 %

4.5

29 %

Average
ratings

Opinions and attitudes of respondents were generally positive in relation to prospects for the industry and
their businesses. While there was a view that competition was strong, the prospects for growth of the industry
were also seen as strong. More respondents recognise the need for greater efficiency. As for growth aspirations,
there was a smaller percentage (32%) who are clearly aiming to grow faster than the industry rate. Access to
finance may be a factor here as only 29% find it useful to fund their business growth. On the use of IT, while the
respondents considered that they used IT fairly extensively in their businesses, the scores indicate that there is
still room for improvement.
As in the first survey the majority of respondents (82.6%) considered that they had adopted innovations in
the past five years with over half of the respondents adopting at least one of three types of innovation, namely
facilities (62.6%), services (66.1%) and processes (58.3%) but fewer than half (40%) had adopted all three types.
Some interesting examples of innovation are provided in Appendix E.
Most of the reported innovations are minor rather than involving dramatic changes. These innovations could
also be a series of incremental improvements carried out over time, such as steps taken to make the tourist park
more kids-friendly.
Adopters of innovations were asked about the impact of innovation on their businesses. On a scale of 1
(minimal) to 7 (large), the top three impacts of innovations were: Attracting New Guests (Average= 5.6),
Customer Satisfaction (Average = 5.6) and Increase in Operational Efficiency (Average = 5.0). The impacts of
innovation on business accreditation (Mean 3.6) and on winning awards (Mean 3.0) were perceived to be low.
When adopters of innovation were asked to rank sources of their innovative ideas, the top four sources were
(1) Customer Feedback, (2) Own Travel Experiences, (3) Own Research and (4) Competitors’ Practices. This is
further support for environmental scanning as a key part of the innovation process.

Data Analysis
Logistic regression analysis was conducted to help provide a better understanding of the relationship between the
characteristics of parks and their managers related to innovation. The dependent variable could assume two
outcomes, 0, if no innovation was adopted in the last five years and 1, if there was an innovation adopted. Using
a backwards elimination method, predictor variables were eliminated on the basis of non-significant Wald
statistics resulting in a model containing five predictors; (1) growth rate, (2) need for efficiency, (3) business
competition, (4) easy access to finance, and (5) management style.
The final model is significant (χ2 = 28.115, p<0.05) and the adjusted R2 suggests that the model accounts for
37.1% of variance in innovation, which is more than the model obtained from the previous survey. Further,
analysis suggests that this model would correctly predict 86.6% of innovators. This is a slight improvement on
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what would be predicted if it were simply assumed that all respondents were innovators (83% correct). The
variables in the final model are shown in Table 13. Growth has been entered as an ordinal level variable and the
odds ratio, Exp(B), indicates that the odds of being an innovator double for every unit increase in growth. Also
positively associated with innovation are the variables of intensity of business competition (bizcomp), ease of
access to finance to develop the business (easyfina) and a more dynamic management style (mgtstyle). On the
other hand, the need for efficiency (needeffc) is negatively related to innovation adoption. For every unit
increase in response on the scale, ‘we need to be more efficient in how we operate our business’, respondents
were half as likely to be innovators.
Table 13: Innovation logistic regression model
Variables in the Equation
Step
a
1

growth
needeffc
bizcomp
easyfina
mgtstyle
Constant

B
.726
-.631
.494
.611
.466
-3.144

S.E.
.322
.259
.231
.204
.190
1.690

Wald
5.072
5.956
4.553
9.015
6.031
3.461

df
1
1
1
1
1
1

Sig.
.024
.015
.033
.003
.014
.063

Exp(B)
2.067
.532
1.638
1.843
1.593
.043

a. Variable(s) entered on step 1: growth, needeffc, bizcomp, easyfina, mgtstyle.

Summary of Survey 2 Findings
As in the first survey, a large majority of respondents considered that they had adopted innovations in the past
five years. Eighty-three percent of the respondents adopted at least one of three types of innovation (facilities,
services and processes).
When adopters of innovation were asked to rank sources of their innovative ideas, the top four mentioned
were (1) Customer Feedback, (2) Own Travel Experiences, (3) Own Research, and (4) Competitors’ Practices.
The importance of seeking information from internal and external sources is similar to the practices of the
innovators in Survey 1.
The findings of this second survey highlight the positive impact of innovation on the innovators’ businesses.
The top three impacts are: (1) Attracting New Guests, (2) Customer Satisfaction, and (3) Increase in Operational
Efficiency.
Finally, a logistic regression model, demonstrating significant relationships, was formulated from the second
survey. In this model, the key dimensions of growth, increasing competition, ease of access to finance for
developing the business, and a more dynamic management style are all associated with innovation adoption. On
the other hand, the need for efficiency is negatively related to the probability of being an innovator in the tourist
park sector.
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Chapter 5

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION
In this study investigating innovation in the tourist park sector, a combination of data-collection methods was
employed, namely, interviews with domain experts, international case studies of exemplar tourist parks and two
surveys. The ten indicators of innovative capacity in firms as identified in the literature review have been used
for comparison across the various research findings (see Table 14).
The table shows a high congruence of results with the ten indicators of innovative capacity developed in this
study. Further, strong triangulation of key findings is observed across the methods used.
From these results, a picture of the more innovative tourist park and its manager emerges: the business is
growing, has access to finance for planned innovations, and is run by a capable manager with a dynamic
management style. In most cases, managers come up with innovative initiatives in order to attract and retain
customers. These managers are driven by a keen sense of competition and staying ahead in an industry that has
experienced significant changes in recent times. The results show that generating efficiency is not a primary
motivator for innovations generally, but nevertheless seems to be a fortunate outcome of innovation initiatives.
Innovative managers practice ‘environmental scanning’ and generate ideas by proactively seeking information
from customer feedback and also significantly through networking in industry associations, and observations of
their competitors and from their overseas travels. Despite being in a tough environment restricted by numerous
regulatory and resource barriers, these managers find creative ways to work around these barriers or at least
minimise their impact.
Innovation has resulted in positive outcomes for tourist parks, the most important of which are attracting
new customers and increasing customer satisfaction. The more innovative parks are also rewarded by winning
coveted business awards. This recognition results in a sense of accomplishment with the successful managers,
and this seems to be a basic driver of innovative behaviour.
Reflecting on the overall results from the various data collection methods, three general insights on
innovations in the tourist parks sector stand out. First is the central and crucial role of the manager(s) in making
innovations happen. The manager is driven to seek improvement in the business to continue making the park
attractive to customers. As pointed out, self-accomplishment needs most probably play a part in the manager’s
drive. The manager seeks relevant information and creates the appropriate climate to ensure the innovations are
initiated and successfully implemented. The manager’s promotion of high operating standards also serves to
stimulate innovations in the organisation. The second insight is that innovative managers proactively seek
innovative ideas. They do this through three practices: 1) keeping in touch with customers and getting their
feedback and suggestions; 2) environmental scanning or keeping abreast of developments in the industry in
Australia and overseas, and 3) networking with external stakeholders like industry associations and tourism
bodies. The third insight is that innovation is a process that manifests itself in various ways, in contrast with
innovation being a one-off event. Ideas are generated, evaluated and adopted in an innovation-supportive work
regime and organisational climate. Thus, practices and procedures nurture innovations that happen in mostly
small, but regular steps. In this sense, good management and innovative activities are intertwined and hard to
separate. As a result of continuous improvement brought about by these innovations, the tourist parks become
more competitive and better equipped to sustain themselves against threatening external forces.
This exploratory study identified many interesting findings on the nature of innovation in the tourist parks
sector. The list of ten indicators of innovative capacity is a significant research contribution. The relevance of
these indicators has been validated by research findings resulting from a staged and multi-method approach.
The findings support the notion that innovation in SMTEs is not rocket science, nor is it about aiming for one
grand idea which require uncommon creativity. Rather, innovation in SMTEs is characterised by a quite ordinary
but determined and ongoing adoption of changes that create more satisfied and loyal customers. As a result,
enterprises which innovate in the SMTE sense, achieve business sustainability.
A key research finding is that at the centre of innovative enterprises, one finds attentive managers mustering
internal and external resources to source, initiate and implement required innovations. These innovative
managers make the effort to increase their awareness of customers and the competitive environment. While
confronted with the same problems and issues that are faced by others, these managers take (innovative) action
to effectively get around these hindrances.
The key role of managers in producing more innovative enterprises makes them the logical target for any
development or support initiative. An appreciation of the innovative capacity indicators could be useful for
managers desiring to promote innovative practices for themselves and within their business to increase their
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competitive advantage. Tangible, evidence-based good practice guides could also be developed and disseminated
to tourism support agencies and industry associations.
In this study, two innovation regression models have been formulated. While significant, the regression
models’ explanatory powers are still limited, a result expected for an arguably, multi-faceted concept such as
innovation. Further research which build’s on the study’s findings is suggested. In particular, future research can
aim for producing sharper profiles of managers, their operating environments and impacts on the types and scale
of innovations they adopt.
Table 14: SMTEs and Innovation: A Comparison of the Findings
Indicators of
Innovative Capacity
from
Literature Review

Domain Experts
on Innovative Parks

1. Record of
Business Growth

Case Studies:
Characteristics of
Exemplar Parks

Survey 1

Survey 2

Achieved
significant increase
in turnover.

Growth is a
significant
predictor of
innovativeness.

A growing
business will have
an increased
probability of
having adopted
innovations.
-Innovators
generally do not
aim for increased
efficiency, though
this is one of the
reported outcomes
of innovation.
-Innovation ideas
are generated from
environmental
scanning.

2. Capable
Management and
Environmental
Scanning

Well-managed
business; Have
strategic plan for
business

-Managers highly
motivated by
accomplishment.
-Managers show
strong interest in
external
developments that
could impact their
business.

High innovators
regard highly
information from
various external
stakeholders. The
information is used
to guide their
product and
services
development plans

3. Development of
External
Relationships

Affiliated with
industry bodies; see
importance of
networks for business
goals

Almost all (5 out of
6) are actively
involved in
industry
associations for
information,
networking needs.

Number of
association
memberships and
affiliations is a
significant
predictor of
innovativeness.

Information is
collected and
tracked to ensure
things are done
right.

High innovators
show higher extent
of information
gathering.

Innovators source
ideas from outside
the business,
namely from
customers, travel
experiences and
competitors’
practices.

High standards
maintained for
facilities and
services. Driven by
philosophy of
continuous
improvement.

Dynamic
management style
is a significant
predictor of
innovativeness.

The presence of a
dynamic
management style
results in an
increased
probability of
having adopted
innovations.

4. Management of
Information

5. Building of
Competitive
Advantage
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Indicators of
Innovative Capacity
from
Literature Review

Domain Experts
on Innovative Parks

6. Recognition of
Employees’
Importance

Case Studies:
Characteristics of
Exemplar Parks

Survey 1

Survey 2

Employees seen as
essential to
success.

Number of
employees is a
significant
predictor of
innovativeness.
High innovators
identified shortage
of quality staff, a
real constraint.

Suggestions from
employees are also
a recognised source
of innovative ideas.

7. Emphasis on
Customer
Relations

Demonstrate high
level of customer
service skills

Have obsession for
satisfying
customers. Rely on
repeat business and
word-of-mouth
endorsement.

Gathering
information about
customers and their
preferences is
extensibly
practiced.

-Customer
feedback is the
primary source of
innovation ideas.
-Attracting new
guests and
increasing
customer
satisfaction are the
top innovation
outcomes.

8. Market
Knowledge and
Marketing Plans

Understands
customers, ‘pull’
factors

Management
keenly aware of
their competitive
strength, target
customers and
industry
developments.

Innovators are
more proactive in
gathering
information about
the business
environment.

Innovators have a
higher sense of the
intensity of
competition for
customers.

9. Product
Development
Process

Plans for innovations
involving
attractiveness of park,
service levels

Constantly looking
for improvement
ideas from
customers, industry
observations and
overseas travel

Customers,
employees and
industry
associations are
most important in
developing new
products and
services.

There are more
innovations
involving guest
services and
facilities than those
involving business
processes.

10. Management of
Business Barriers

Barriers for
innovation exist in
planning regulations,
access to finance,
shortage of skilled
staff. Types of barriers

Management is
aware of barriers
but there are
possible solutions
to get around these
constraints.
Approach to
barriers

Local government
and planning
regulations are the
top restrictive
factors for
innovation. Types
of barriers.

Innovators are
more likely to have
easier access to
finance for their
business needs.
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Appendix A: Case Study Topics for Investigation
Section 1: Business Overview
-

Historical
Current

Section 2: Operator Background
-

Historical
Current
Future

Section 3: External Environment
Section 4: Products
-

Identification of Product and Services
Market Segments
Product Differentiations and Competitive Advantage
New Product Development

Section 5: Business Practices
-

Current Situation
Policies and Strategy (Planning)
People (defined as all employees –full-time, part-time casual and contractual)
Partnership and Resources
Processes (and customer focus)

Section 6: Owner/Operators Business Characteristics/Practices
-

Business Characteristics of the owner/operator
Innovative Practices that have resulted from these characteristics
Drive and motivation for innovation

Section 7: Barriers to Innovation
-

Regulations
Costs
Staff
Operator

Section 8: Other Information
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Appendix B: Survey 1 Questionnaire
1.

In what general area is your Tourist Park located?
a. Urban
b. Regional
c. Coastal

2.

Is your park on privately owned or leased land?
a. Privately Owned
b. Leased

3.

How long have you been in the Tourist Park industry?
a. 0-5 years
b. 6-10 years
c. 11-15 years
d. 16-20 years
e. More than 21 years

4. What is the size of your Tourist Park in number of sites?
(Note: Sites are defined as the total number of camping, caravan, cabin and drive in sites in your
park)
a. Less than 40 sites
b. 41-100 sites
c. 101-150 sites
d. 151-200 sites
e. More than 201 sites
5.

How many employees do you have?
a. Full time
b. Part time
c. Casual

6.

Please indicate if you are a member of any of the following Tourist Park Industry Groups? Please
mark more than one where applicable.
a. Big 4
b. Top Tourist Parks
c. Family Parks Australia
d. Vic Parks
e. Other (Please Specify)

7.

Are you an accredited business?
Yes

No

8.

Are you affiliated with any of the following? Please indicate all relevant.
a. Local Tourism Organisation
b. Regional Tourism Organisation
c. Community Group
d. Other (Please Specify)

9.

What has your average yearly growth in turnover been over the last 3 years?
a. Negative %
b. 0 %
c. 1-10%
d. 11-20%
e. More than 21%
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For the following statement, please indicate on the scale provided which response most closely matches
your management style.
10.

In general, as the owner/manager of the Tourist Park I favour….

A strong emphasis on the
marketing of tried and true
products and services.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A strong emphasis on research,
technological leadership and
innovation

11. For the following question, please indicate on the scale provided which response most closely
matches your business.
How many new products or services have you introduced into your Tourist Park over the last five years?
a. No new products or services
have been introduced
b. Changes in products and
services have been mostly of
a minor nature

1

2
1

3
2

4
3

5
4

6
5

Many new products and services have
been introduced

7
6

7

Changes in products and services
have been usually quite dramatic

12. Please indicate on the scale provided (from Not Important to Extremely Important) the
importance of the following groups to the process of developing a new product or service.
a. Employees
Not Important
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Extremely Important
b. Suppliers
Not Important
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Extremely Important
c. Customers
Not Important
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Extremely Important
d. Other Tourist Parks
Not Important
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Extremely Important
e. Industry Associations and/or marketing affiliation
Not Important
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Extremely Important
f. Government agencies
Not Important
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Extremely Important

13. Please indicate using the scale provided (from Not at All Restrictive to Extremely Restrictive) the
extent to which the following aspects affect your ability to introduce new products and services.
a. Planning Regulations
Not at All
1 2 3 4
Restrictive
b. Local Government Regulations
Not at All
1 2 3 4
Restrictive
c. Park Size
Not at All
1 2 3 4
Restrictive
d. Availability of Quality Employees
Not at All
1 2 3 4
Restrictive
e. Personal Management Expertise
Not at All
1 2 3 4
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5

6

7

Extremely Restrictive

5

6

7

Extremely Restrictive

5

6

7

Extremely Restrictive

5

6

7

Extremely Restrictive

5

6

7

Extremely Restrictive
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14. Which of the following forms of Information Technology do you utilise in your business? Indicate
more than one where necessary.
a.
E-mail Usage
b.
Website
c.
Basic PC usage – word processing & spreadsheets
d.
On-line Bookings
e.
Booking Reservation System
f.
Customer Management System/ Database (e.g. Simply Contacts Database, Barracuda CRM)
g.
E-commerce
h.
Other (Please Indicate)

15. Please indicate on the scale provided (from Never to Frequently) the extent to which you use the
following practices to gather information about your business environment.
a.

Routine gathering of information from customers
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Frequently
b. Specific tracking of the policies and tactics of other tourist parks including competitors
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Frequently
c. Forecasting Sales
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Frequently
d. Customer Preferences
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Frequently
e. New Technologies
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Frequently
f. Conferences
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Frequently
g. Industry Trade Shows
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Frequently
h. Special market research studies or trips
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Frequently
i. Industry publications
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Frequently
j. Gathering of information from suppliers
Never 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Frequently

Thank you very much for your participation.
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Appendix C: Survey 2 Questionnaire
1.

How long have you been in the Tourist Park industry?
_________ years

2. How many sites do you have in your tourist park?
(Note: Sites are defined as the total number of camping, caravan, cabin and drive-in sites in your
park)
_________ sites
3.

What is the post code of your tourist park?

4.

What has your average yearly growth in turnover been over the last 3 years?
a. Negative %
b. 0 %
c. 1-10%
d. 11-20%
e. More than 20%

5.

Including the owner(s), how many full-time employees are employed in your business?
_________ full-time employees

Please provide the following information about yourself:
6. Highest educational achievement:
a. Not completed secondary school
b. Completed secondary school
c. Vocational or trade qualifications, diploma
d. Degree
e. Post-graduate
7.

Have you had previous experience in running your own business?
Yes No

8.

What is your age?
a. Under 30 years old
b. 30 – 39
c. 40 – 49
d. 50 and over

On a scale of 1 – 7, please indicate the extent that you agree or disagree with the following statements.
9. The growth prospects for the tourist park industry are strong.
Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly agree
10. I aim to grow my business more quickly than most others in the tourist park industry.
Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly agree
11. We need to be more efficient in how we operate the business.
Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly agree
12. We are facing strong competition in attracting customers.
Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly agree
13. We use Information Technology (IT) extensively in our business.
Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly agree
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14. It had been easy for me to access finance for the development of my business.
Strongly disagree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strongly agree
15. For the following statement, please indicate on the scale provided which response most closely matches
your management style.
In general, as the owner/manager of the Tourist Park I favour….
A strong emphasis on tried and
true services and business
methods.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A strong emphasis on research,
technological leadership and
innovation

16. Innovations are novel ideas that have been adopted and put into practise. These innovations can be
entirely new to the business or, are a substantially modified improvement in existing facilities, services or
business processes. Using this definition of innovation, have you actually implemented any in the last five
years?
____ No, I have not implemented any. (End of survey)
____ Yes, I have implemented at least one innovation. (Please continue)

For the types of innovations you referred to in the previous question, please indicate how many have you
introduced in the last five years?
Number of Innovations
Facilities
______
Services
______
Business process
______
17. Please give examples of innovations that you have introduced in the last five years .
Examples of Innovations
Facilities
__________________________________
__________________________________
Services
__________________________________
__________________________________
Business process
__________________________________
__________________________________
18. Please indicate on a scale of 1 – 7 what you perceive as the extent of beneficial impact(s) of the
innovations you adopted:
Increase in customer satisfaction
Minimal impact
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Large impact
Increase in attractiveness of our tourist establishment to new guests
Minimal impact
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Large impact
Greater efficiency of our operations
Minimal impact
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Large impact
Winning an industry awards
Minimal impact
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Large impact
Higher AAA Tourism STARS rating
Minimal impact
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Large impact
Getting business accreditation
Minimal impact
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Large impact
Higher employee morale
Minimal impact
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Large impact
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If there are other significant beneficial outcomes of your innovations not mentioned above, please list them
here.

19. Thinking of the innovations you adopted in the last 5 years, what were the 3 most important sources
of these innovative ideas. Please indicate on the boxes below which item is the first, second and third
ranked.
First
Second
Third
-Customer feedback
-Customer feedback
-Customer feedback
-Suggestions from employees
-Suggestions from employees
-Suggestions from employees
-Industry exhibitions
-Industry exhibitions
-Industry exhibitions
-Industry publications
-Industry publications
-Industry publications
-Recommendations from
-Recommendations from
-Recommendations from
suppliers
suppliers
suppliers
-Practices of competitors
-Practices of competitors
-Practices of competitors
-My own travel experiences
-My own travel experiences
-My own travel experiences
-Affiliation with industry
-Affiliation with industry
-Affiliation with industry
association (e.g. CIA)
association (e.g. CIA)
association (e.g. CIA)
-My own research
-My own research
-My own research
-Other : _____________
-Other : _____________
-Other : _____________

Thank you for your participation in this survey.
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Appendix D: Case Studies
AUS 1: Australian Case Study Number One
Innovation Assessment
Growth
AUS 1 has experienced enormous growth since 1996 with practically the whole park being completely renovated
and improved. New cabins, reception area, amenities block, indoor pool, tennis court, swimming pool /spa,
games room, TV room, houses for the owners and camp kitchen are the major infrastructure improvements and
additions. The management of the park, the services offered and the target market for the park was also
completely changed. The park has, as a result, continuously increased turnover year after year as well as winning
numerous regional, state and national industry and tourism awards
The park management does not see any major problems that will hinder the further growth of their park in
coming years. Many new projects are planned, including additional market specific improvements such as an
outside seating area for the camp kitchen (specifically so parents can sit and watch their children in the
playground) and relax as well as an indoor heated pool.
Although the park is restricted by size, with only 5 acres to work with, the management do not see this as a
barrier to growth. The impression is that they are going to keep finding ways to improve their park and add new
products and services despite their size restrictions. Management’s primary aim is to grow and maintain the 5
star rating (through maintenance of existing facilities and accommodation).
Management
It is readily apparent why the AUS 1 Tourist Park has won numerous industry and tourism awards; it is
extremely neat, well maintained and all facilities and accommodation look new, clean and of a similar style. The
themed approach that the management has adopted in the park ties in with the close proximity of the park to
Ballarat’s main attraction, Sovereign Hill.
The management experience behind the park owners is extraordinary. Two sisters and their husbands entered
the industry to benefit from the lifestyle and the challenge of what they thought they could do with the park; an
ambition that has proven to be fulfilled. The partners also went into the business with the ambition to change the
perception of tourist parks. This demonstrates how their management style encompasses an industry perspective,
not just a personal business one.
The managers are not into their personal career advancement but rather the successful development of the
partnership, the park and the industry proving that their focus is once again wider than personal benefits. They
have strong goals as a business and believe that without these they would get nowhere. Financial rewards also do
not play a large part in their management style; again a business focus is taken with a great deal of money being
put back into the park.
Relationships
AUS 1 is a member of Big 4, VTOA, VECCI, CRVA and a Melbourne Conventions committee as well as being
involved in local and regional tourism organisations. They believe that being members of industry associations
enables them to maintain awareness of what is going on in the industry, to give input as an operator and know
the major issues affecting the industry so they can plan for them. They are also always travelling and seeing what
other parks are and are not doing.
The management view their relationship with competitors as a healthy as they are all trying to help to industry
in the local region and work together when possible. Peer recognition for the management is seen as something
that is nice to have but not the driver for business direction or improvement. This attitude demonstrates that they
are leaders in the industry/local area by aiming to go out on their own and be distinctive.
Information Management
The park has specific processes for the management of information such as ‘Mr.Fix It’ forms that are completed
after any suggestion, complaint or need for maintenance is made and are then dealt with. The management hold
regular monthly staff meetings, but sometimes these occur every three months due to the busy summer period.
The owners hold formal meetings with all staff every 3 months, these meetings are always held in December and
then in February to review peak period performance.
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The park has manuals and formal processes for everything. These are used to train staff as well as a reference
resource. These are in place to both save times and ensure consistency in business practices. Internet (e-mail)
enquiries are handled by a response and/or sending out an information pack, the booking service is all
computerised allowing the booking source to be calculated, in house movies are run all day and an Internet
terminal is also available for the guests to use.
Uniqueness of Product and Competitive Advantage
The park has been developed to stand out amongst its competition by offering a product and services not found
in other parks in the local region. Additionally, the management sees the park as being on the leading edge in
Australia. The themed park approach, specific young family market and products and services to meet this
market (such as kids and family bathroom, pool, games room, play ground and movie) as well as personalised
escort to site, organising babysitting and bookings are unique features within the region and in some cases
nationally.
The competitive advantage of the park comes from the its location, which is close to Sovereign Hill, and that
one of their business strategies is to be constantly looking at what other parks are not doing and remaining in
front of them through providing the services and products that others don’t.
Employees
The management try to involve the employees in as much of the running of the park as possible. An example of
this is the development of a new initiatives team who meets every month or every 3 months in order to use
employee’s knowledge and experience to initiate change and improvements.
The park’s employees are considered to be essential, imperative and fundamental to the successful running of
the park as they are the frontline face contact with guests and their performance will directly impact the quality
of the experience for guests. The park has a low staff turnover which they attribute to the way in which they
value their staff, give feedback and make staff feel secure in their jobs and offer rewards for good individual and
overall park performance.
Customers
Any feedback from customers is treated very seriously with the suggestions/complaints being documented and
dealt with accordingly. If any suggestion or complaint comes back to management twice it is considered to be an
issue of importance and a way of developing new products.
Customers are also used to trial the introduction of new products, such as the newspapers and the shampoo
and conditioner in the cabins. They are asked what they think and their opinions valued greatly. The
management believe that they have a good relationship with customers as a family friendly environment is
maintained and promoted within the business.
Marketing
The market segment that the park aims to attract is very defined even to the extent they screen their bookings so
they do not mix their market as their philosophy is that then neither will be happy. Their market is young
families with children under 12 years of age.
The park has increased its profile through many media mediums such as TV advertisements, website, print
advertising, free editorials through award winning performances and being on great outdoors and postcards
travel shows.
The park has a formal marketing plan in place which is usually written for 12 months but as it is viewed a
completely living and dynamic document, it is always changing to accommodate trends, new ideas and different
approaches. The marketing plans are put together through team planning, which involves sharing and
implementing visions for the long-term development of the park.
New Product Development
The management is constantly thinking about the developments of new products and processes, continuously
upgrading facilities and keeping the park looking neat and inviting. The whole management team is involved in
the New Product Process (NPP) as well as staff being involved through the new initiatives team.
To create new products and services, other parks, industry contacts and trade shows are utilised as they are
seen to be very useful and the management believe that not enough park owners understand the value of using
the information available to them, not only for their park but for the industry as a whole.
The process that is undertaken to develop new products/services is the following:
1. Is it going to work?
2. Is it economically viable/feasible for the business?
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3. All partners need to be behind it.
The owners generally know whether or not an idea is feasible from experience, they also use suppliers,
customers and other experts to voice ideas to and get feedback. Once a new product/service/procedure is
developed, it is either put on website or promoted through other marketing efforts and then feedback is gained
from the customers.
The management believe that the most important factor in NPP is to see what other parks are not doing and be
leaders, a belief that is in the businesses vision statement. The actual innovations that AUS 1 has introduced to
the industry have included being a themed property, 100% Tourist Park and the provision of services such as
escorts to accommodation and newspapers.
Awareness
The management of the park were very aware of what is going on in the industry at the present time and could
see the need to know as much as they could about the industry in order to plan for future changes to continued
success.
The main ways they stay informed are through their Big 4 industry association membership and continual
attendance at trade shows, conferences and meetings. They believe that good management in the tourist park
sector has a great deal to do with the level of awareness the owner/operator has of the industry and their ability to
see the importance of keeping up with current issues and changes and they occur.
Barriers
The management have not come up against any major issues or setbacks in the time they have had the park and
believe parks on coastal areas have more problems with regulations, higher land taxes etc. Future barriers that
were identified were the raising of tariffs for the accommodation as well as the federal award pay. To combat
these they will increase their prices and as the whole industry will have to do the same they predict it will not be
a disadvantage. They believe that those who do not increase prices will be the ones at a disadvantage, as they
will lose profits in the long run and their park will suffer from lack of capital to finance improvements. They
generally combat barriers by getting as much information as possible from their industry groups and planning
ahead for changes/problems/setbacks.

AUS 2: AUS Case Study Number Two
Innovation Assessment
Growth
When the current family who runs the park took over the lease, it was a 2 star rating park. Over the following
eight years, the managers renovated and improved the park to now be accredited with a 4-½ star AAA Tourism
accommodation rating. From the existing 11 cabins when the lease was taken over the managers have expanded
the accommodation options to include 26 cabins, with 3 more to be added in 2005, 250 annual sites (originally
100) and improved camping and drive in site options. The park is now fully booked 12 months in advance for the
Christmas period, which demonstrates the high level of growth the park, has experienced.
The immediate future plans for the business are to install Internet facilities before Christmas, trial a games
room over the 2004/05 summer, build an in ground-heated pool and open the ten extra annual sites that have
recently been completed. Once these projects and plans are finalised, the management believe that the park will
be at a product level that is more than adequate for continued success. The aim then will be to constantly up
grade the facilities and processes as well as looking into new ideas and suggestions; mainly the aim will be to
maintain good standards and quality accommodation.
No further management training planned by the managers, they find that they are learning more being hands
on and learning from their father’s experience in the industry. The believe that the biggest hindrance to growth
that they face at the moment is the introduction of federal award pay as it will mean higher wages are paid and
therefore office hours may have to be decreased. Thin, in turn, will mean a lack of ability to be a late night
business, which may affect the growth in bookings and cause the park to lose potential customers.
Management
The management of AUS 2 is more complicated than other parks due to it being a leased park from the
Foreshore Committee. The lessees are two couples who took it over in 1996 for a period of 21 years. The
couples had been in the Tourist Park Industry 14 years prior to the 1996 lease being taken up and have no formal
management training, only their hands on experience as well as previous experience in the building and banking
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industries. The managers of the park are the two children of one of the couples, who have been in the positions
for four years, neither have formal management training although one is a builder and the other is undertaking a
Business/Administration traineeship. They both believe that they learn more from hands on experience and from
their father’s broad experience in the industry.
The managers believe that they remain motivated to continue in the industry due to the positive feedback that
they receive from customers regarding their park. They feel as though are actually making a difference to the
industry by providing a quality accommodation and holiday experience for many people. They both have high
job satisfaction as they enjoy the work as well as the lifestyle that the industry allows. They do not find that
career advancement plays a role in their decision to remain in the industry as it is a small business and there are
limited opportunities other than owning their own park in another location.
Peer pressure is also not a factor in how they run their park; they believe that they are leaders who set their
own standards, especially when it comes to price, as they believe firmly in not compromising this as it will
compromise quality. As the lessees employ the managers, financial rewards are not a consideration. However,
for the lessees it is a large consideration, especially due to the fact that when the lease ends they can only take or
sell what they have put into the park. Therefore any development for the park must be a viable business option
for the long term.
Relationships
AUS 2 is a member the Caravan RV &Accommodation Industry of Australia (CRVA), the Top Tourist Parks
Group, Vic Parks, Geelong-Otway Tourism and the Victorian Employers' Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(VECCI). Membership with the CRVA benefits the park as it is an industry marketing body and initialises and
implements campaigns that aim to increase the market for the industry as a whole. The park’s Top Tourist Parks
membership increases customers through affiliated park referrals as well as the networking benefits. At the
association industry meetings, the members are able to speak to other operators and get to know what is going on
in the industry, what problems other operators are encountering and share solutions and good practice ideas. Vic
Parks are a useful affiliation as they are there to answer any questions or queries the management may have and
offer advice and solutions. Vic Parks are also viewed as a great way of keeping in touch with what is going on in
the industry. Both VECCI and Geelong-Otway Tourism are useful to the park for getting advice, sharing
information with other park operators as well as with other local businesses.
The business does not use stakeholders to set business direction, but try to set own direction by own
standards, which is done internally and through continuously looking at what competitors are doing. Plans within
the business are made through meetings, talking amongst staff and management, drafting ideas then going away
and researching the ideas and coming back together and sharing what each person has found out and their
opinion on the matter. Additionally, peer recognition is not important for the management, they feel that they are
leaders within the industry and do not judge themselves on competitors views of their park.
Information Management
The information within the business is communicated through a variety of means. The first is that management
hold meetings once a month and make sure they are constantly communicating with staff during work breaks to
ensure maximum communication within the business. Secondly, they have a book in the office for anything that
needs doing, any complaints, and problems are all written down so that everything is communicated and nothing
is missed out or left undone.
Within the local area, the managers try to keep new developments quiet. They do, however, talk to other
affiliated operators to see how new products, services and processes have worked for them. The also use own
experience and team decisions to use information within the business to improve management and new product
processes.
The park’s finances are managed using MYOB, and they also have detailed service logbooks for all
maintenance needs, breakdowns or faults in equipment and machinery log books to ensure they are serviced
regularly. The managers and staff file all bookings and requests for work done on buildings and equipment and
have a filing basket for what needs attention. The business manages information through the use of a computer
reservation system that they view as essential for the organised running of the business. The Internet, e-mail
enquiries and online bookings are also examples of how technology is utilised within the business to manage and
disseminate information
Uniqueness of Product and Competitive Advantage
Within the local community, as well as throughout the state, the managers view the park as very competitive as it
is a 4-½ star park with the main competitive advantage being the park’s location. The park is located in the
seaside town of Anglesea, only 1-½ hours from Melbourne. The park has both beach and river frontage, the only
park in Anglesea that has these features.
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Another reason they believe that their park is at an advantage over its competitors is the large amount of
positive feedback they receive from customers. The managers believe that this is due not only to the great
location the park is in and the service the customers receive but also that the range of products offered are
competitive. The park is big and spacious, boasting 540 sites, 26 cabins and tent sites on 16 hectares. The in park
kiosk opens seasonally, there is beach access, 3 laundry blocks, 2 playgrounds, a camp kitchen with movie room
facility, 7 BBQs around the park, quality amenities blocks, large oval, volleyball court and basketball rings. An
in ground pool will also be added to the facilities in 2005 to compete with the other park in Anglesea who are
taking business away due to having a pool.
Employees
AUS 2 employees are always consulted about new ideas and plans and their opinions are highly regarded. The
staff are encouraged to give their feedback on whether or not they believe something to be a good or bad idea
and their opinions on how ideas could be improved or supplemented.
The managers believe that employees are extremely important to the park’s success as they are the front line
to the customers and it is therefore essential that they are well trained and work in a happy environment.
The employees of AUS 2 are empowered to make decisions where they find it necessary and the management
believe that they are proficient in this area. The management aim to motivate their employees and keep them
happy by going out as a group a couple of times a year and having informal staff BBQs where the team can get
to know each other and relax together. As the industry requires staff to work long hours in busy holiday times,
the owners recognise this and staff are rewarded for their performance after a busy season, for example, they are
given vouchers or are taken out for a meal.
Customers
The managers of AUS 2 believe that they have a good relationship with their customers and that the majority
of people who stay at the park leave satisfied with their holiday experience. They realise that they will always
get some ‘grumpy’ customers and their aim in that situation is to try and please them and be as helpful as they
can to avoid any conflict.
The managers also find that another indication of the good relationship they have with their customers is the high
amount of repeat business the park receives. They believe that this can be used as an indication that they are
doing many things right within their business. The annual sites are leased to people for extended periods and
therefore the managers feel that they get to know them very well and are able to openly discuss the feedback
they give on the park and its facilities.
Marketing
The primary market segment for AUS 2 is families who are mainly from Melbourne who are on a destinational
stay and find little need to leave the park. The park also receives quite a few overseas travellers due to its
position on the popular touring route of the Great Ocean Road.
The marketing channels used by the park for promotion to potential customers are the Website, with many
links to it from Yellow Pages and search engines, the RACV Guide, Yellow Pages, brochures and direct mail to
return customers. The business has a marketing plan in place, which is updated annually with the goals for the
park’s development the major consideration in the process. The plan is developed through the owners and
managers meeting; talking; drafting strategies and then researching them to make sure they are in line with the
long-term strategies for the park. Once this process has been completed and all parties agree on the direction of
the plan, it is implemented.
New Product Development
Although the management of AUS 2 are always looking for ways to improve the park, a structured new product
development process is completed annually when the park’s budget is finalised. Some of the main influences on
this process are customer feedback and complaints, what other parks are offering and any new developments in
the industry (products, trends etc.) as well as employees’ ideas and suggestions.
The major factors that influence the new product development are cost, the time needed to implement new
idea, the availability of professionals, whether or not it can it be done on the site as they have to get foreshore
approval. The process that the park management undertakes is to firstly go to owners with ideas and then to the
foreshore committee. The cost and time associated with implementing a new idea is then assessed and any
external people that need to be consulted are contacted. The next stage is then to trial the idea if it can be done
and then full implementation of the idea. The final stage is to address the marketing of the new product on their
website, through updating their brochure and their entries in the Tourist Park Guide, Yellow Pages online and the
Vic Parks guide.
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Some examples of new products that AUS 2 believe they have implemented in their region are having
bedding in all the units and including Spa Cottages in their accommodation options. They believe that they were
one of the first parks to recognise and move into the upper class short break market.
Awareness
The managers of AUS 2 are very aware of the industry, the issues affecting their park and the implications of not
keeping up to date with current issues within the Tourist Park industry. They identified the major issues affecting
the industry at present to be increases in land tax, especially for coastal parks, the introduction Federal Awards
Pay, which will be huge expense for the business and cause rates to go up and the possibility that office hours
may have to be reduced. If office hours have to be cut to cover costs, it may mean a lack of ability to be a late
night business, therefore affecting bookings and the possibility of losing potential customers.
The management’s overall view of the industry is that it is going well and they believe it will be able to
handle a price rise as people now pay more for a quality accommodation experience. They feel that their park
sets a benchmark in the industry and they have set high standards by which to work towards. If there is anything
new happening in the industry, or new products available, they try to be active in understanding it and using it to
benefit their business. They also credit the fact that local businesses rely directly on the park for business (e.g.
supermarket, fish and chip shop) to the high status they have in the local community and believe this has been
attained through being leaders and setting their own standards. Overall, they are very switched on to what is
going on in the industry and in their local area. They were also one of first parks in Victoria to be accredited by
CRVA: an award that they believe reflects their high standards and quality product.
Barriers
The management identified the main barriers to development being not owning the land and having to deal with
Foreshore Committee and having to meet their criteria for any project or development which is a considerable
restriction on what they can do. Also, when a state government changes, so do the regulations about the use of
coastal land, meaning they are unaware whether or not the lease will be renewed.
Environmental barriers to park development identified by the managers were the park being coastal, meaning
even trees cannot be removed without permission and therefore they have to look more carefully at the
placement of sites/facilities.
The management combats the problem of the Foreshore Committee by paying for developments themselves
instead of going to committee to get financial assistance as, although this is more costly, projects can be
completed in much less time. The park also implements increased planning to combat problems of uncertainty
and restrictions to development. They rely on yearly plans to be organised and deal with problems as they arise.

UK 1: UK Case Study Number One

Innovation Assessment
Growth
When the current owners took over the UK 1 site, the only facilities were fixed large caravans and fixed tents
with out of date toilet and shower blocks. The current owners feel that they literally started from nothing, having
to re structure the park, build an extensive amount of new facilities and accommodation and improve the whole
park site. A successful first year of operation can be seen in the turnover from that year, 1983, reaching $98,500.
By 2003 the annual turnover was $1.72 million, showing a steady yearly turnover increase of 7%.
The owners have been in the industry for 21 years and do not see the need to further their skills through
training courses. The main attributing factors that they feel will lead to continued growth for their park is the
need for better road infrastructure in southern England. This will enable the park to reach its full potential of
market base, as currently the trip to Scotland takes too long for a short break market to view Tralee Bay as a
suitable holiday destination.
Future plans for the business include bringing all the accommodation up to a 4 star rating and implementing a
1 million pound plan to improve cleaning practices. Also, the 4 bedroom, 2 storey units which will be rented for
2000 pounds a week and will be directly aimed at the fly in market.
Management
The owner entered the business with no prior experience wanting a lifestyle change and does not plan to
undertake any formal management training in the future, they believe that their experience in the industry and in
previous work enable them to be adequately qualified to be successful in the industry.
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They believe that career advancement does not play any role in how they manage their business but are proud
of how they manage their business and feel that although money is very important, it is a bonus of getting to live
and work in the industry.
Relationships
The park is a member of the BH&HPA (British Holiday and Home Parks Association) and the Scottish Tourist
Board (STB). The BH&HPA are seen as a useful and worthwhile association to be affiliated with however; they
see the membership with the STB as a waste of money as brochures are all it is really good for. They are only a
member due to the customer’s belief in the board as a sign of a trustworthy, accredited business.
No stakeholders are used to set the business’ direction; plans are put together through consultation with other
partners (brothers) as well as all decisions being made by the three of them as a team approach. For the
management of the park, peer recognition is seen as ‘fun’ in terms of winning awards as well as being useful for
advertising, They believe that UK 1 as an award winner in the tourist accommodation category is improving the
industry’s profile. The management believe that the park is run independently from its competitors and that peer
pressure is not a factor in how the park is run. The management do not seem to view any advantage from being
affiliated with other parks and do not seem to have any close relationships with other parks in the area.
Information Management
The plans for developments or changes within the business are only communicated between the partners and the
information is then passed on to staff. The style of information communication within the business is described
as ‘fluid and relaxed’. Staff are seemingly given the option of contributing what and when they want to how the
business operates and to the development of new products, services or processes.
The management is made up of three brothers and they find that they have individual strengths that improve
the business but work better as a team. They therefore share all decisions and information about the park and
then include their staff in the implementation phase of information dissemination if required.
Uniqueness of Product and Competitive Advantage
UK1’s management believe that the park’s main competitive advantage is it location as it is situated on the west
coast of Scotland which is a popular tourist area. The managers are aware that the type of accommodation
offered is not unique as it can be found in other parks so the park aims to differentiate itself by the type of
holiday experience that is offered. As they describe it, the holiday offered is not one for teenagers, it is for
children to learn the ‘old fashioned ways of enjoying themselves’ such as climbing trees, being outdoors and
generally ‘running around’. The aim is to not provide an abundance of facilities but to allow the children to
experience the outdoors in its natural state. They choose to do this so parents don’t have to be running after their
children all holiday; instead, they can relax, have a true holiday and will return because of it.
Additionally, certain facilities have been built for the specific purpose of differentiating the park from other
accommodation establishments in the area
Employees
The employees of UK 1 are viewed by the owners as very important to the business. Their suggestions regarding
new products, services and processes being developed as well as the general management of the park are
frequently encouraged and listened to. The owners see the management of the park as a ‘team effort’; they
involve everyone in the process.
Employees are given a great deal of opportunity to run the business as they see fit, the owner’s view is to
‘give as much responsibility to people as you can never assume that people are incapable’. Their strategy is that
when staff are made to feel part of the decision making process they are given value and will in turn contribute
more to the business. The staff at UK 1 are also encouraged by the management being enthusiastic about their
performance and developments within the business as well as being given 7 weeks holiday a year and leave if
they need it.
Customers
The managers of UK 1 believe that customer feedback is very important for the business as it determines,
through questionnaires, what is done to the lodges and the park as a whole. Every new development within the
park is designed and implemented with their customers in mind. Customers are encouraged to complete a
questionnaire at the conclusion of their stay and the management find that most feedback is positive and ‘it is not
easy to get people to tell you the problems’.
The owner feels that they have very good relations with their customers with close contact on site. They take
particular care to make sure the holiday goes well ensuring that the customer will leave happy thus increasing the
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chances of a return visit. The management are very adamant about having to know what the customer wants,
they clearly know the importance of a quality product is and stress the importance of customer knowledge.
Marketing
The owners of UK 1 know their market well, it is quite distinctively families with children or with grand parents
as well, generally white collar middle class English tourists looking for a beach holiday and the experience the
‘romance of Scotland’. As their market is so defined, they differentiate themselves to accommodate specifically
for the families by offering value for money accommodation.
The marketing for the park is done solely in newspapers and Internet, where 20% of customers find our about
the park and more importantly the ‘free’ marketing of word of mouth which is how 80% of new customers find
out about the park. The advertisements in newspapers are kept consistent and place in the same newspapers
every year. The articles also direct people to their website. The business does not have a formal marketing plan
in place; they believe that the ‘customer care’ focus of the management style works as proven by the word of
mouth advertising being so successful.

New Product Development
The park does not have any formal plans for this process; the management just try and improve on a year-byyear basis by keeping the accommodation and facilities up to date and to a high standard. They have a policy that
the accommodation is refurbished annually to keep it looking it’s best. At this stage in the businesses life cycle,
they believe that they don’t really need to make changes as they are at capacity most of the year.
The owners see travelling around other parks as a ‘big mistake’ as they do not want to try and do what others
are doing; they believe that to be successful you should think past that stage. Their main sources of ideas for new
product development come from customers and employees, they do not see the need to use consultants or attend
trade shows.
When a new product or process is planned and ideas are put forward, to select an idea for development the
only criterion that needs to be met is that it must be physically feasible and financially viable. Must also maintain
the standard set from ‘day one’ and make sure it will bring income into the business. A new idea is discussed
amongst the partners who all have to agree on the final decision on big projects. The park does not have any
special way of launching new products except for putting a new product on the web site.
Awareness
The owners were very aware of their market, especially that short break is no use to them and that the potential
for them to expand their market base lies in southern England. However, unless road infrastructure is improved
between the southern England and the west coast of Scotland, this market will not be profitable for the park.
The management of UK 1 perceive their status in the industry to be very good in terms of the park’s
reputation, success and winning the Thistle awards for Camping and Caravan Park of the Year, 2003.
Barriers
The major barriers that the UK 1 management have had to contend with have been the requirement of getting
planning permission before any new development, which can be time consuming, and with strict regulations.
They feel that they have ‘plenty of good ideas’ but cannot get approval for them.
Another barrier has been the costs of lodges compared to their returns as it takes ten years for them to start
making money where as caravans make returns within four years but are not what the market wants.
Staffing is also a big problem as quality people leave the area and there is a need for new people to move to
the area. They have found that they cannot even hold a cleaner when paying 50 pound a day ($122.88). The
turnover for staff is very high, for example, they can take on 12 new employees and within a month can be down
to eight. This problem seems to be industry wide and the time taken to train new staff each year is an accepted
expense.
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UK 2: UK Case Study Number Two
Innovation Assessment
Growth
The business was started from nothing in 1987 with the current owners completely changing, expanding and
rebuilding the existing park. After the first year of operation, the turnover was less than 25 000 pounds
($61,617). The park has experienced a constant annual growth in turnover of around 25% and in 2003 the park’s
earnings were over 1 million pounds ($2.46 million). The park now provides 11 caravans, 10 lodges; approval
for 8 more and 5 cottages on 150 acres of woodland and farmland. The owners have also planted 25,000
woodland trees since they have owned the land, contributing significantly to the area’s environmental well being.
The owners view the park as an extensive source of direct and indirect local employment as 18 people are
employed, as well as the tradesmen who do occasional work for the park. The owners and the park staff are very
involved with training programs and have also done tourist board training. The owners have found that the
training has lead to more focused and better business structures.
Future plans involve investing more time and money in training and customer care to move the business in
the direction they want it to go. They believe that the business has now reached the stage where there is not
much else to build; it is at an optimum size and needs to be consolidated. Without many plans for new growth,
the owners view the future as a time to enjoy the park and their hard work over the last 16 years as well as spend
time paying attention to the smaller details.
Management
The owners entered the tourist park industry with no prior experience within hospitality or tourism sectors. They
had a desire to won their own business and bought the park with the specific aim to run a successful small
business and to ‘create one of the best caravan parks in the country’. They viewed the opportunity to create such
a park as a ‘dream come true’ and continue to gain a great deal of job satisfaction out of the business as they feel
they are investing in their leisure as well as forming bonds with people.
Career advancement does not play a role in how the owners manage the park; they feel they are too far
advanced in their working lives for this to be important. The need for self-accomplishment in their business does
play a role in their management, as they are very proud of what they have achieved in the industry and want to
continue the success. The owners view monetary rewards as not as important as the pleasure they get out of the
business.
Relationships
UK 2 is a member of three major associations, the BHHPA (British Holiday and Home Parks Association), the
Scottish Tourist Board and Invest in Britain. The owners feel that it is an advantage as they learn a great deal
from each association through the sharing of good ideas and the opportunity to make industry contacts. The
owners are well aware of the importance of networking within the industry and the advantages it can bring to
their business.
The business’ management and planning is driven mainly by what their customers want and also by the Green
Tourism principles and program that they have become quite involved in. The business is run and decisions are
made mainly between the owners, a husband and wife team. They both see the importance of the industry being
‘strong and personal’ and therefore maintaining fellowship with other parks, joint marketing and being pro active
with tourism boards (The husband owner was chairman of the Visit Scotland thistle marketing group) is seen as
a major part of their business. Winning awards is also seen by the owners as not only good for business, but good
for the industry so they keep entering and being involved even thought they have already won many awards.
Information Management
All plans within the business are communicated with staff and are implemented into the business through telling
staff and then everyone getting on with putting them into practice in the day to day running of the park. The
management hold staff meetings every week or whenever they are needed if a special situation arises.
The managers work together as a partnership; they do everything concerning the business together. They find
their different personalities allow the husband manager to look at the big picture and the wife owner to look at
the finer details of a problem, project or development.
The owners use the Internet, e-mail and a website but find that they cannot do it as well as the younger staff.
Therefore, they delegate those tasks and give their staff the opportunity to do courses to constantly up date their
knowledge. This strategy is seen as a very important aspect of the business as it enables the most up to date
knowledge and skills to be used in the important area of information technology.
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Uniqueness of Product and Competitive Advantage
The owners believe that they cannot compare themselves to other parks, as their park is a family owned business
where there is great attention to detail. They feel that their competitive advantage over other parks is the freedom
the customers have to stay at the park and do whatever activities they like, whenever they like. The park’s
informal approach to people’s holidays is seen as non-restrictive and has proven to be very popular among their
market.
Employees
The owners view their employees as ‘absolutely vital’ to the business. However, they find that one of the
greatest restrictions is finding the quality staff that they require. Employees of UK 2 are given enough
responsibility to be able to run the park when management is away and are made to feel empowered and
important to the business through this approach.
Customers
The owners believe that they have a very close relationship with their customers and aim to do everything in
their business with their customers in mind. They feel that they have developed friendships with many of the
return visitors, not just a manager-customer relationship. For example, when the area was in flood they received
many phone calls from customers to make sure they, and the park, were okay.
Marketing
The primary market of UK 2 is people who want to enjoy the outdoors and do activities such as cycling, fishing,
playing golf or simply just relaxing in the extensive grounds and wooded areas of the park. The ages of
customers varies from the young family market to older people looking for a relaxing getaway. Their customers
come from ‘everywhere’ including from England for a weeks holiday, locals who want a weekend escape and
international travellers from France and Germany.
Customers are primarily gained through repeat bookings or friends of repeat customers. They rely heavily on
word of mouth that proves to be very successful for the business. They are also developing a new website for
additional marketing support.
New Product Development
The owners believe that the business has grown due to ‘its ability to adapt, look at new products and innovations
from trade shows and other businesses and steal ideas’. They also get feedback from customers regarding new
products and the BHHPA is seen as very effective for advice and guidance. They have also travelled overseas to
gain ideas for new product development as part of industry study tours and find that they can learn a great deal
from these trips.
To select an idea for new product generation, the owners use their ‘gut reaction and personal feeling’ toward
the idea, utilising their broad experience of what will and will not work for their park and market. They keep up
to date with the industry and look out for examples of good practice and then implement them into their park.
When a new product is implemented, it is promoted through the brochure and also put on their website. The
most critical factor in new product development for the park is to ensure they do not implement anything that
will harm the trust they earned from their customers by providing quality products.
Awareness
Regarding the industry as a whole, the owners believe that the market is going to improve and they realise that
they must continue to adapt to changing circumstances, for example, the move towards cabins and lodges.
They are also aware of and understand the problems in developing the industry such as bureaucracy, health and
safety becoming larger problems; hence they are investing more in training and customer care than ever before.
As a local tourism business, they believe they provide a good deal to the local community in the form of
employment and bringing people and their money to the area. They do not feel that the community appreciate it,
as there is a lack of understanding of how valuable a business like UK 2 is to the local economy.
Barriers
One of the major barriers encountered for development by the owners of UK 2 have been planning regulations.
They have found this to be a real restriction on development as they have to deal with planners who have no
knowledge of the tourism industry e.g. having got approval for 10 lodges the remaining 8 can not go in for
another 10 years; this decision is going through the appeal stages at the moment.
Also, the availability of quality staff is a real problem as people are generally lacking in the level of customer
care the owner requires to meet their standards. To combat this problem, they have focused on training staff and
promoting ‘customer care’ initiatives within the business. The amount of ‘red tape’ that has to be dealt with
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when consulting with Scottish Water has also been a real problem but unfortunately they find there is little that
can be done to combat problems with utilities, which often arise.

NZ 1: NZ Case Study Number One

Innovation Assessment
Growth
When the current owners bought NZ 1, they immediately began to plan the park’s redevelopment by writing
down everything they disliked about the park as well as ideas for plans to change. The owners spent thousands of
dollars redeveloping the park and have improved the park from a Qualmark 4-star park when they bought it in
1995 to a Qualmark 4.5-star in 1997 and a Qualmark 5-star in 2005. The park’s facilities include a tennis court,
playground, heated swimming pools, lots of space and a high quality standard of accommodation. The owners
aim to extend the experience by developing more gardens and extending the road system to create more
ambience, security and atmosphere.
The park has seen a steady increase in bookings with people now staying on site for 3-7 nights more often.
The owners have been able to increase their prices due to demand, and in turn have been able to offer a higher
quality product and expand further. They have no future plans to undertake any management training but the
owners believe that the industry would benefit from increased professionalism, increased quality and continuous
improvement.
Management
The owners did not have any experience in the Tourist Park industry when they purchased the park. They saw it
as an opportunity to do something together and although neither have formal training in management, tourism or
hospitality, their farm management experience has proven to be an advantage.
The management of NZ 1 are often asked by Top 10, Holiday Accommodation Parks New Zealand (HAPNZ)
and other industry organisations to train other park operators so they feel that they are well advanced in the
practice of Tourist Park management and in a position to help others. Their 5-year plan is to move off site and
appoint an Assistant Manager to oversee the day-to-day running of the park. They believe that running the park
is more about lifestyle, family and business success than peer recognition with their aims being firstly to provide
for their family and then to grow the business.
Relationships
NZ 1 is a member of five major associations, national and local. The memberships offer varied benefits for the
park such as HAPNZ assisting with industry marketing activities and holding industry conferences to allow
nation wide contacts to be made. The Top 10 Tourist Park industry group offer collaborative marketing, access
to international wholesalers, industry training and pre-bookings from other Top10 sites. Destination Taupo offer
local community development, marketing, the ability to create industry networks and the organisation of industry
events. Tourism Lake Taupo, the local tourism authority, is able to provide market trends, media
familiarisations, referrals and commission on further bookings. Finally, the Taupo Chamber of Commerce, the
local business cluster, brings support, networking opportunities, value-added services, and cooperative
marketing. The owners also feel that they have good relationships with local businesses in the nearby town,
especially with the taxis and restaurants as they give them so much business.
Information Management
The park has a customer service operations manual in place, which documents all important customer service
processes. It is then used to train staff and maintain quality standards. The manual is developed jointly by office
and on-site cleaning staff and is reinforced by quality checklists and used on a daily basis.
In order to manage customer service processes, the park uses customer surveys that they have developed, one
from Qualmark as well as the Top 10 survey, which provides front desk customer feedback. Information about
complaints from the Top 10 survey are dealt with by the on-site managers, if Top 10 receives more than 3
complaints in the surveys they are able to ask for an explanation from the park management.
An external accountant manages the parks financial processes, with the operations processes managed by the
operations manual, daily checklists, the on-site manager, and by the complaints procedures. The use of the
Internet is seen as a key element in the businesses’ success and in keeping costs low. Web based bookings and email enquiries are used and backed up with telephone contact to customers.
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Uniqueness of Product and Competitive Advantage
The owners of the park believe that the biggest competition the park has is with them selves to do better. The
view their competitive advantage as being part of Top 10 Holiday Park organisation, as it is also linked to Big 4
in Australia and having a Qualmark 5-star rating which is a third party rating for quality assurance of operations
and cleaning. They find that these associations and accreditations are well received by customers and allow them
to stand out against competition.
The main competitors for the park are other holiday parks and backpacker accommodation in Taupo,
however, they stay ahead of their competition because the facilities are well run, and they keep ahead with IT,
have good internal systems and aim to improve all the time. They have dynamic plans for the future as
motivation for selves and for staff and talk constantly with customers about what they want, what they like and
how the park can improve to provide this.
Employees
The employees of the park are heavily involved in the planning and new product development stages. To the
owners, their staff are viewed as most important, especially the cleaners. Customers always full of compliments
for front-counter staff, grounds-men and cleaners due to the well maintained grounds and accommodation and
efficient and friendly service that is received on arrival to the park and through out their stay.
The owners/managers are a husband and wife team and also have one assistant manager. All other staff are
referred to as ‘holiday resort assistants’, of which the park can employ up to 17 in the peak season. The
management employs people more for their attitude than their knowledge of the industry as this can be learnt
when they send employees to training, but attitude is significantly harder to change. If the staff were to undertake
management training, they would send them to Hastings Park in Australia, as they believe it is the best. Office
staff also does on-site laundry; keeps them occupied and seeing the other side to the business.
Customers
The owners talk constantly with customers about what they want, what they like and how the park can improve
to provide this. They feel that they have a good relationship with customers, as they make sure they spend time
when people arrive to personalise the experience and establish a relationship. The owners or office staff often
spend up to 45 minutes talking about the local attractions, things to do around Lake Taupo and try and encourage
a longer stay at the park.
The management believe that the excellent facilities and services that their park offers visitors are the key to
the repeat customer, which is a huge market for them. Also, having specific policies for the reduction of noise
and increased park security are just a few examples of how the park caters directly for its market and know what
customers expect. They also find that their policy of charging a higher price for a quality experience is one that
their customers expect and are happy with.
Marketing
The primary markets for the park are International Foreign Independent Travellers (FITs), Domestic FITs
Groups, Families and groups of young people. Te majority of their market comes from New Zealand (65 %),
mainly from Auckland, and the remainder from overseas (35 %).
The park has a marketing plan in place that was developed through discussions with the Top 10 association
stakeholders and park staff; no local community stakeholders were consulted when the plan was put together.
The pan forms part of the overall 5 year strategic plan for the park and is upgraded annually. The marketing plan
has a FITs and wholesaler focus with collaborative marketing done by the Top 10 group allowing links with
wholesalers and international FITs to be made through trade shows and the Top 10 Club Card Newsletter. The
park also advertises in Jason’s, HAPNZ and the AA Accommodation Guides.
The marketing plans and strategies that are implemented also have a repeat business focus by using records
kept by booking system to advertise to existing customers. The park also aims to enhance the word of mouth
referrals through maintaining good relationships through providing excellent quality accommodation and
services.
New Product Development
The managers of the park prepared a strategic plan in 2003 which they developed using consultants and their
knowledge of their product and future plans for the park. The owners are continuously keeping up to date on
what needs doing within the business, investments needed in infrastructure, marketing, better facilities, staff, and
training. They have their own ideas of what they want to see done in the park and are always making lists and
when away on trips they take lots of digital pictures, which they file. They visit Australian parks for new ideas as
the Australian parks get their ideas from the USA and the UK.
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The owners also believe that a great deal of the success in new product development comes from experience,
and having a feeling for the customer and what they want in a Tourist Park. The ‘criterion’ that they would use
when developing, selecting and implementing a new idea are mainly to improve what people don’t see, as well
as what people do see, budgeting for the changes by doing preliminary costing and talking to the bank manager
and overall using their common sense when deciding what to spend money on as what ever you do in a business
has to earn you money. To launch any new products or services, the park utilises their association with the Top
10 group for collaborative marketing, rely on word of mouth and update their website.
Awareness
The owners of NZ 1 believe that the industry has changed in recent years in terms of what customers expect.
They find that their customers expect better customer service, increased comfort levels, privacy (don’t want to
share facilities) and have a higher interest in physical activities and therefore need the facilities for these i.e.
walking and cycling tracks. The expectation of 24 hour, 7 day a week service has been attributed to overseas
visitors and is now becoming a normal expectation. In order to meet the customer’s expectations, the owners
ensure they undertake continual asset renewal and have increased the overall quality of the finished product.
Another trend that the owners have noticed is that HAPNZ is becoming more professional with the future of
the industry now being discussed frequently at their conferences. The owners are also well aware of the
hindrances to growth that the industry faces, the major one being management and finding quality, well trained
staff. They believe that their status in the industry is good, as proven by the awards they have won and the
amounts to which people ask them for assistance.
Barriers
Some of the barriers encountered by the management of NZ 1 are the regulations imposed by the Holidays Act
and OH&S policies. These regulations have become increasingly tougher, meaning an increase in workload and
cost in order to keep the required standards in place. Also, the park has had problems with the local council
allowing people to camp free of charge on the lakeshore, thus decreasing potential income for the park.
Another problem that the managers find is the hours that staff willing to do versus the hours they would like
them to do. Jobs in the Tourist Park industry are hard to define; they are not an 8-5 pm job. They are aware of
the problem of staff losing contact with their families, as they are busiest at weekends, evenings and holidays.
One way that they have tried to reduce this problem by extending minimum stay during peak times, meaning
cleaners do not have to work as often on public holidays.
One of the biggest concerns for the park is in management staff and finding the correct managers,
determining what sort of training they need and how to train them. Some solutions that they have found to this
problem is having a manager on-site, the production of operation manuals and checklists help with maintaining
standards and training new staff and firstly identify people with ‘the right attitude’ from elsewhere and training
them to be Tourist park managers.

NZ 2: NZ Case Study Number Two
Innovation Assessment
Growth
When the owners of NZ 2 bought the park, it had a 3 star rating and needed to be both expanded and improved in
many areas. They gradually improved the park and in four years (1998) it became 4 star rating park. The
management increased the park’s turnover steadily from $100,000 in the first year and second years of operation
to $300,000 in 2003.
The owners used the strategy of increasing the prices to stay at the park a dollar at a time and found it was a
good strategy to increase earnings whilst not discouraging customers through an immediate high price rise. They
have utilised the extra income from small price rises to expand the services and accommodation each year,
continuously creating a higher standard of park and accommodation.
The owner’s son has plans to expand the business, in particular to upscale the accommodation to resort style
and purchase the adjoining property when it becomes available. The future plans for formal training for any of
the management of the park is to continue with the annual training offered by Top 10 Parks group and possibly
the owner’s son and his partner may undertake additional training.
A hindrance to growth that the park management have identified is the shorter off-season being problematic
as it is very hard to do large maintenance projects like the kitchens or the ablution block. Due to their growth in
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customers year round, they only have a period of around 3 months after June, which is ‘quiet time’ needed to
renovate, expand and improve facilities before the busy times begin again.
Management
The owners were originally farmers, with one having experience working in banks also. They decided to enter
the Tourist Park Industry because they were no longer enjoying farming and the outdoors lifestyle of owing and
managing a park appealed to them. Neither partner had any formal training in the industry but were determined
and put ‘a lot of energy into the park’, they believe this is the reason the park has been successful.
The owners believe that they didn’t realise the potential of the park when they bought it, which they gradually
began to realise when the business started to grow. The future plan for the management of the park is that their
son and his partner will eventually take over the business.
The park was already affiliated with the Top 10 group when the owners bought it and they utilised this
connection by attending meetings only 6 weeks after they bought it. They found it very helpful talking to other
operators, they found they became very enthused by what others had done and this fuelled their desire to expand
and improve the park. They believe that career advancement does not play a big role in their management style
whereas self-accomplishment is the main element that drives and motivates them to succeed in the industry.
They also believe that personal financial rewards are very important, but not the sole reason they run the
business.
Relationships
NZ 2 Holiday Park is affiliated with many industry associations. They are a member of Holiday Accommodation
Parks New Zealand (HAPNZ) and find they benefit from this relationship through the increased opportunities to
network with peers, and to undertake business benchmarking within New Zealand. Additionally, their
association with Destination Te Anau and Tourism Fiordland provide increased advertising opportunities,
referrals, brochure displaying, promotion, trade meetings, and allow local networking. The Top 10 Group assist
the park with signage, logos, brand recognition, loyalty cards, surveys, networking, training, and business
benchmarking within all of Australasia.
Other industry relationships that the park management maintains are with Real Journeys and Trips and
Tramps with whom they recommend and gain customers as well as discussing new ideas with them and gaining
their feedback. The owners also have discussions with other industry operators in town when they start
something new as well as sharing information with the Department of Conservation who run the National Park.
As a community interest, the park also sponsors the local Golf tournament
Information Management
Within NZ 2 Holiday Park, information is shared informally between management and staff, with casual
meetings taking place on a daily basis. Every suggestion made by staff and any feedback that is received from
customers is written down and dealt with by management. At the beginning of the quieter winter season, a list of
‘winter projects’ is made through adding all the maintenance jobs, deciding what is the most important at the
time and prioritise by making a shorter, more attainable list. The owners always include managers in these
discussions and also ask other staff for their ideas and opinions.
If there is a major change proposed for the park, the owners hold staff meetings to allow everyone involved in
the business to have input and to know what is happening. The owners manage the finances of the park, with an
external accountant also consulted on annual accounts. The maintenance of the buildings and equipment is
shared jointly by the owners and management and the park employed a full time gardener in 2003. Information
within the business is organised through the use of a daily client register and the accounts being on computer.
When customers check in to the park, no one goes to their rooms on their own, they are escorted. The owners
find that this is a great way to get to know the customer, find out where they are from, what they are interested
in, what they want to do during their stay and what their plans are so they can be of maximum assistance to their
guests.
The owner’s son and his partner are the main drivers behind the use of technology within the business and
plan to expand its use in the future. All wages are done on the computer; bills are paid on the Internet and guests
e-mail enquiries online. As answering e-mails is time consuming, online bookings may be considered in the
future.
Uniqueness of Product and Competitive Advantage
The owners believe that the main competitive advantage of their park is its location in a major tourist area and on
major tourist route. They also feel that they have the facilities to enable them to retain customers in the park as
they aim to offer something different, not just accommodation but a holiday experience.
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The park’s largest competitive threat is from Bed and Breakfast accommodation that is becoming increasingly
popular in the area and also building free-standing units offering a continental breakfast. The park also has a
YHA youth hostel next door but still believe that they are the best budget accommodation in the area without
being a backpackers. They work together with the three other tourist parks in the town but are the most
expensive of all the parks to distinguish them from the family market, which the other parks aim for.
The owners have aimed to differentiate their park through offering unique services and facilities such as six
accommodation choices, unisex toilets, having bikes for hire, a disabled bathroom with baby bath and the service
of organising babysitting if required. They also have car wash facilities on site, supply restaurant menus for the
local area, organise trips for customers, provide visitor information and organise forward bookings to other Top
10 group parks.
Employees
The owners of NZ 2 take care in choosing their staff and aim to employ people who are ‘bubbly, with warmth
for others’. They believe it is very important to treat staff well as if things are going well behind the scenes, then
they will go well at the front of house an the customers will notice. They us their experience to only hire quality
employees that are always referred through word of mouth, never found through advertising the positions.
During the first 5 years of operation, the owners conducted all the management operations for the park on
their own but as the park grew in size and occupancy rate, it proved to be too much and they hired managers.
They have found that they have slowly delegated more of the decision-making tasks to other employees over
time and have learnt to accept that even though someone may not work to the same priorities and timetable that
they do, it can still be quality work.
The owners aim to keep a nice atmosphere behind the scenes of the business and with staff, as they are ware
that otherwise the atmosphere is passed on to the customer with adverse effects. This is achieved through
holding function and sending the staff to retreats for recognition of their hard work and to keep them happy.
Customers
The owner’s philosophy when it comes to customers is to really look after them and treat them as friends and
they believe the success of this adage is displayed in the high level of repeat business they have. They make sure
they spend a great deal of time with customers, especially when they arrive as they make sure they take them to
their site and find out about what they are interested in, make suggestions about what they can do during their
stay and offer to make bookings for them. Both of the owners find it easy to talk with people and operate by
treating people in a way that they would like to be treated. They attribute this hospitality-based attitude and
people centred values to their farming background.
Marketing
The main market for NZ 2 Holiday Park is international tourists and domestic trampers. International visitors
make up 48 % of their customers who are mainly from Australia, the UK and Germany. The remaining 52 % of
their customers are the domestic market and are mainly made up of referrals (60 %) from other Top 10 parks and
from word of mouth (14 %).
The owners are aware of their different markets and cater specifically for them. For example, they built a
lodge, which sleeps up to nine, and a five-bedroom house to cater for groups. They are also continuously trying
to upgrade rooms, turning each in to the next top quality accommodation. They believe that this approach keeps
the quality of their park high and brings in the type of tourists they want. The park’s advertising promotes ‘a bed
for every budget’ but in the peak season there is no choice for customers who do not book early, as they are
always booked out months before.
The business has a marketing plan in place, and although it is not formal, it is remodelled annually and
involves all the management staff. The Top 10 group does their winter advertising, and Destination Fiordland is
working hard to their benefit in promoting the region.
New Product Development
The management of NZ 2 Park do not implement any specific new product development plans, instead they plan
and work a year ahead to ensure finances and the people for the jobs planned are available. The owners travel
quite a great deal and visit other parks, especially in Australia, to see what they are doing and how they can use
other’s ideas to improve their park. They are also active in using industry meetings to converse with other
operators as well as regularly talking to other local tourism businesses. They only use ideas that are different and
will set them apart from their competition.
The believe that the key success factors for their park are its cleanliness, the friendliness of staff, its location
and that they aim to do something different. When introducing new products or services, they are always aiming
to ‘lift the bar’ as they know that their standards cannot drop or they will lose customers. The main criteria,
which they set their new product development by, are whether it is feasible financially, whether they have the
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‘manpower’ available to undertake the development and whether the project fits into their tight time schedule. If
these three criteria can be satisfied, then they do a design or plan and consult experts if need be.
To launch any new products, the development is added to the park’s website and is included in all paperbased advertisements that are produced. Some of the actual innovations that the management believe they have
contributed to the industry are the self contained lodge for group stays, selling and booking trips for customers,
having their own laundry on site, themes for accommodation, having a spa and their focus on their gardens. They
believe that the fact that many parks copy them is a key indicator of their innovation.
Awareness
The owners are very aware of the increasing demand for the ‘bed for every budget’ style of park as well as the
increase in visitor numbers expected over the next few years who will expect higher quality and a bigger range
of services. From keeping in close contact with other operators and through industry conferences, the owners are
also very aware of the market’s rising demand for upscale units.
They believe that the increased demand for quality in the tourist parks has come from the radical changes
within the industry in recent years from parks being simple camping grounds to Holiday Parks and resorts
offering a range of facilities and services. They also attribute the factors that roads are now of highly quality and
that people do no have regular holiday breaks to the increase in people using tourist parks as an accommodation
choice. For the owners personally, their status in the industry is not seen as a big factor in how the park is
managed, they aim to be leaders and produce a high quality product.
Barriers
The owners of the park find that the resource consents process under the Resource Management Act is the
biggest problem for their business. If members of the public do not want holiday parks in Taupo, under the act,
they have an avenue to complain through the public consultation process. When a new development in a park is
proposed, the consultation process wastes a great deal of time for the owners. Also, the district council
regulations also restrict development by regulating aspects of the park such as the sizes of car parks as they want
the park to have more than it needs. The district council also set constraints on the number of power poles and
their connectivity, which can be problematic for park owners.
Another problem for the owners of the park is the size of the site as space is a very big constraint with limited
room to expand the business. Also, the pool of potential staff to recruit from is quite small and it is sometimes
difficult to find the quality staff they require. The owners find that there is not much they can do much about
district council site management restrictions but are hopeful that they can do something about their park size
restrictions if and when some more adjoining land becomes available.
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Appendix E: Examples of Reported Innovations
Innovations with Facilities
Backpacker budget-style cabins

Innovation with Services
Broadband / wireless Internet
access

Deluxe apartments, villas
Handicap access cabins
Pet-friendly cabins

Internet kiosks with video camera,
printers
Cabins with DVD players, and free
video hires

Innovation with Processes
Computerised and on-line booking
system; some with data capture
features
Integrated front and back-office
computer system
Internet banking

Heated outdoor pool and spa
Choice of linen, pillows
DVD and spas in cabins

Use of websites for marketing
(with view facilities feature)

Free pancake breakfasts
Dinner room service

Opt-in email newsletters for
customers

Therapeutic massage services

Streamlined cleaning processes

Hire of fishing, other sports gear

Management structure and roster
changes

Baby bath rooms
Sun-smart playground equipment
Aquatics playground
Virtual golf
Dog wash service
Communal home theatre
Fully stocked shop

More payment options: on-line,
ETPOS, credit cards

Group kitchen for cluster of cabins
Discount vouchers with local
businesses
Shopping, sightseeing tours
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